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INTRODUCTION 

Although the legend of Don Juan Is a late addition to 

literature of the Western World, his character, life, and 

exploits have long since achieved a popularity challenged by 

only a few other figures in literature. It is doubtful that 

stories inspired by Cain, Judas Iscarlot, or Faust have been 

equally recurrent among writers of various countries, espe

cially Spain, France, Italy, and England. Moreover, like 

each of these three, Don Juan has provided a name connoting 

a distinct character type among many who have never read one 

of the more familiar of stories devoted to him. 

Perhaps more so than has either Cain, Judas, or Faust, 

Don Juan has become a symbol of antithetical, even contra

dictory, traits of character: the seducer and the seduced, 

the reprobate indifferent to repentance and the repentant 

sinner, the libertine and the apostle of liberty. Whatever 

Don Juan symbolizes, he is a figure whose character, life, 

and exploits are the products of both accretion and diver

sity. 

Lord Byron evidently knew both accretion and diversity 

characteristic of the legend very well; however. Injecting 

into his epic various elements reflective of both autobio

graphical and Romantic ideas, he produced a Don Juan such as 

the world had not previously seen. Subsequently many writers 
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drew on both the pre-Byron and the Byronio delineations of 

Don Juan. 

The objective of this thesis is, first, to survey the 

pre-Byron Don Juan, as well as to analyze the Byronlc figure 

and story; then, to assess the Influence of Byron on his 

followers. The thesis idea is that Lord Byron has had a 

distinct and formative Impact on both stories and character

izations of Don Juan published since the 1820's. 



THE INFLUENCE OF BYRON'S DON JUAN 

ON THE DON JUAN TRADITION 

IN WESTERN LITERATURE 



CHAPTER I 

THE DON JUAN TRADITION PRIOR TO BYRON 

Don Juan first appeared in literature in a Spanish 

play, Ei burlador de Sevilla ("The Rogue of Seville"), writ

ten by Tirso de Molina (the pen name of the monk Gabriel 

Tellez) and published in 1630.^ The play was apparently 

written and performed some years before it was published.2 

There has been a great deal of controversy as to whether 

Tirso took his plot from some other source; at this date it 

is probably impossible to know with any certainty. In any 

event, this question Is outside the scope of the present 

work.3 

^Tirso de Molina, El burlador de Sevilla. in Hymen 
Alpern and Jose Martel, eds., Diez comedias del sip:lo de oro 
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1939), pp. 235-321. 
The original date of publication of the play is indicated on 
the title page as I63O. 

^Accordln,^ to Victor Said Armesto, IA leyenda de Don 
Juan (Madrid: Libreria de los sucesores de Hernando, I9O8), 
pp. 61-86, EJ, burlador was written before I625, possibly 
before I62I. 

3There have been many works devoted to the literary 
history of Don Juan, among them: John Austen, The Story 
of Don Jiirin. A Study of the Legend and the Hero (London: 
Martin decker, 1939); Leo Weinsteln, The Ketar^orphoses of 
Don Ju^n (Stanford, California: ^Stanford Unî versity Press, 
1959); ^nd Georges Gendarme de Bevotte, La le'̂ .gende de Don 
Jvnn (2 vols., 2d ed.; Paris: Hachette, I929); in addition 
to the study by Said Armesto. 



The plot of El burlador is as follows: Don Juan has 

seduced Isabela, a lady in the court of the King of Naples, 

by disguising himself as her fiance, Duke Octavlo. After 

the seduction, Isabela discovers her error and cries for 

help. The King sends the Spanish Ambassador, Don Pedro 

Tenorlo, to Investigate. Don Pedro, Juan's uncle, allows 

the culprit to escape. Not wishing, however, that an inno

cent man be punished, Don Pedro manages to warn Octavlo that 

he is in danger of being arrested as the criminal. Octavlo 

and Juan flee to Spain by different routes. 

Don Juan's ship goes upon a rock off the coast of 

Spain. He and his servant, Catalindn, manage to reach the 

shore, where they are given food and shelter in the home of 

Tisbea, a beautiful peasant girl. Juan has no sooner recovered 

than he begins to plot the seduction of his benefactress. 

Tisbea succumbs to his advances; and, as soon as the affair is 

consummated, Juan and Catalinon flee upon stolen horses. 

The second act opens in Seville, where the King of 

Spain has just learned of Juan's crime In Naples. The King 

had earlier promised Don Gonzalo de Ulloa, his Ambassador 

to Portugal, that Don Juan would be married to his daughter, 

Dona Ana. He now decides that Juan must marry Isabela, and 

that Octavlo shall be married to Dona Ana. In the meantime, 

Juan and Octavlo have both arrived in Seville. Juan encoun

ters an old friend, the Marquis de la Mota, who is secretly 

in love with Dona Ana. The Marquis describes her to Juan, 

who decides that she must be added to his list of conquests. 



Don Juan seems to be aided by fate: he intercepts a 

letter intended for the Marqufs, in which Dona Ana arranges 

a rendezvous at eleven the same evening. Juan tells his 

friend of the message but gives the hour as midnight. He 

then borrows the Marqufs' cloak and, with this disguise, is 

admitted to Ana's room at the prearranged hour. Before he 

can accomplish his purpose, however. Dona Ana becomes aware 

of the imposture and screams for help. Don Gonzalo, her 

father, comes running; the two men fight, and Don Gonzalo 

falls dead. Juan flees the scene. The Marquis arrives at 

midnight for his tryst and is promptly arrested for the mur

der of Don Gonzalo. 

The third act opens in the country, where a shepherd, 

Batricio, is celebrating his marriage to a beautiful country 

girl, Aminta. Don Juan appears at the festival and, as a 

nobleman, appropriates the place of honor next to Aminta. 

Don Juan tells Batricio that he has already been Aminta's 

lover and is returning to renew the relationship. No longer 

believing In Aminta's fidelity, Batricio abandons her. Juan 

similarly intimidates the girl's father, who agrees, against 

his better judgment, to let Don Juan marry her. On the night 

of the wedding, which appears to have been a common-law type 

ceremony in the small villages,^ Aminta is waiting in her 

^Antonio de Salgot, in Don Juan Tenorlo ^ donjuanlg^io 
(Barcelona: Editorial Juventud, S.A., 1933)« notes, "In 
order to understand the Tisbea and Arminta /sl£7 adventures, 
it is indispensable to remember that, at that time, Canon
ical Law recognized the validity of espousals or of promises 
of rantriraony, even if made simply by word of mouth, without 



room for Batricio. Don Juan appears, tells her of the 

change in plans, overcomes her objections, and, in short, 

subdues and seduces her. 

Morning finds the Duchess Isabela on the road to 

Seville where, against her will, she will be married to Don 

Juan. She encounters Tisbea, hears her story, and the two 

women proceed together to seek vengeance upon Don Juan. In 

another part of the countryside, Don Juan and Catalinon come 

upon the sepulcre of Don Gonzalo. When Juan speaks scorn

fully of the dead man, his servant reminds him to show res

pect for the dead. Don Juan contemptuously offers to atone 

for the insult by inviting the dead man to dinner. 

It is now evening and Don Juan's household staff are 

preparing dinner. Juan is sitting down to dine when a knock 

is heard at the door. To the amazement of all, it is the 

spirit of the dead man which enters and takes its place at 

the table. Though disconcerted, Don Juan puts up a brave 

front. After the meal, the ghost invites him to dinner the 

following evening, and Don Juan accepts. 

In the meantime, the King, who still does not know that 

Don Juan is the Commendador's murderer, orders that Don Juan 

be made a count, so that his station will be worthy of Isa

bela, who Is a duchess. The King has learned of Dona Ana's 

solemnity and without witnesses; and it frequently occurred 
that the betrothed, considering themselves already married, 
began -arital life, without prejudice to the later celebra
tion of the religious rites of matrimony." (p. 12; my 
transli^tlon.) Thus, Tir.bea thought that she was marrying 
Don Juan, and Aminta, likewise, considered that she had 
become r̂ ls com::ion-law wife. 
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love for the Marquis de la Mota. At her Intercession, he 

pardons the Marquis for his supposed crime and orders that 

he be married to Dona Ana. Octavlo appears before the King 

and demands a chance to duel Don Juan, but he is refused. 

Don Juan has an interview with the King, during which 

he learns of his proposed marriage to Isabela. With Cata

linon at his side, he now leaves the court, preoccupied with 

this prospect. He remembers, however, his promise to the 

spirit of Don Gonzalo. Bringing with him his unwilling ser

vant, he goes to the chapel to keep his appointment. 

The spirit of the Commendador appears in the sepulcre, 

where ghostly attendants set a table. After a meal of vi

pers and scorpions, the Commendador asks Don Juan to take 

his hand. Don Juan does so and then cries out with pain, 

for the ghost's hand burns with the fires of Hell. Juan 

calls for confession, but it Is too late. The sepulcre 

collapses with a great noise, and Catalinon finds himself 

alone in the churchyard. 

In the final scene, all of Don Juan's enemies meet 

before the King. Aminta and Tisbea tell of their supposed 

marriages to Don Juan, while the Marquis de la Mota reveals 

that it was actually Don Juan who killed the father of Dona 

Ana. The King orders Don Juan's death, but Catalinon enters 

and reveals that this has already been accomplished by a 

vengeful Heaven. The peasant vjomen are now free to return 

to their original lovers; Dona Ana marries her cousin; and 

loabela is wedded to Octavlo. 



An Interesting analysis might be made of the plot of 

the drama, but our principal interest here is in the char

acter of Don Juan himself. Though he is given no solilo

quies in the play,5 there are occasional lines which give 

flashes of Insight into his character and motivations. For 

example, when confronted by his uncle after his seduction of 

Dona Isabela, Juan says. 

My lord and uncle, I am a young man as once you were. 
You, who certainly have known the pull of love, must 
therefore understand mine.o 

Here Juan is using the rather sophistical justification that 

such things are to be expected in the young. This is a soph

istry, first, because he says "love** when he obviously means 

"lust," and secondly, because he implies that it is a harm

less love affair with no serious consequences, though the 

5Thls is the observation made by J.M. Cohen, in his 
History of Western Literature (rev. ed.; "The Belle Sauvage 
Library"; London: Cassell, I96I), p. I58. Cohen also says 
of Don Juan, "He is Castiglione's courtier run to seed, a 
pursuer of delights, which he appears to feel are owed to 
him, but which never satisfy him. . . .** (p. 157») 

6Tirso, El burlador, I, 6l-6^ (The Rogue of Seville, 
trans. Robert O'Brien, in Spanish Drama. ed. Angel Flores 
/^The Library of World Drama," John Gassner, general ed.; 
New York: Bantam Books, 19627, p. 8^). 

For the present study of"El burlador, three English trans
lations were compared: The Trickster of Seville, trans. Roy 
Campbell, in The Classic Theatre. Vol. Ill: Six Spanish Plays, 
ed. Eric Bentley ("Doubleday Anchor Books"; New York: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1964); The Playboy of Seville, 
in Eip:ht Spanish Plays of the Golden Age, trans, and ed. 
Walter Starkle ("The Modern Library"; New York: Random 
House, Inc., 1964); and the O'Brien translation. Unless 
othervjise noted, page numbers refer to the O'Brien version. 

Interestin{£ly, each of the English translations uses 
a different word for the Spanish burlador. Another interest
ing point, posr.ibly indicating a re-birth of Interest in 
S]̂ anlsh literature, 1G that all three translations were pub-
ll:,r.ed In the past ten years. 
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truth is that it is harmful to Isabela, and it most certain

ly does have serious consequences.7 

After Don Juan has been shipwrecked, he awakens to 

find himself in the arms of Tisbea. He later tells Catalinon, 

"I am dying with love for her. This very night I must enjoy 

her."8 These lines tell us something of the nature of Don 

Juan's "love." To him, love is pleasure; it is a completely 

selfish relationship. The idea that he should give something 

to the loved (or desired) object is completely foreign to 

his nature. 

While Catalinon is readying the horses for a fast get

away, he ventures to disapprove of Don Juan's conduct. His 

master replies, "If deceit is an old habit of mine, then why 

do you question nie, knowing my nature?"9 Again, the justi

fication is sophistical. If something is In one's nature 

and cannot be changed, then there is no use trying. "A leo

pard can't change his spots•'» so he cannot help being what 

he is. This point of view conveniently ignores the doctrine 

of free villi, and Juan villi later, of course, be damned for 

it. Juan also offers historical precedent, saying, "Aeneas 

7cohen is apparently thinking of the Isabela episode 
in particular when he says that Don Juan is not "a deliber
ate destroyer of honour; the woman's point of view never 
even occurs to him." (p. 157•) As will be seen later, this 
statement fails to take into account Don Juan's evident 
pleasure in causing mischief for Its own sake. 

8El burlpHo-r. I, 684-86 (p. 92). 

9lbld., I, 892-95 (my translation). 
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did no less to the Queen of Carthage."^0 That Dido commit

ted suicide apparently means nothing to Juan. 

Tirso's Don Juan is completely hypocritical in his 

statements to women. He tells Tisbea, "In you alone, my beloved, 

do I live. My one brief life is yours until I lose it in your ser

vice. "H Juan's code of honor does not cover his relationships 

with the opposite sex; lying is simply part of the game to 

hioi. In his closest approach to a soliloquy, he reveals 

his true feelings toward Tisbea and all other women: 

Seville calls me aloud "The Rogue," and the greatest 
pleasure which I can have is to deceive a woman and 
leave her without honor.^^ 

Here we see the point at which mere selfishness turns 

into sadism. In i-iozart's Don Giovanni, the hero, if he is 

hypocritical, is also self-deceived; for he really believes 

himself to be in love with each of his victims ;̂ 'hile he Is 

with her. Tirso's Don Juan is not self-deceived. He is 

consciously and spitefully deceitful toward Tisbea and all 

of his other victims. He not only betrays, but takes as 

much pleasure in the act of betrayal as in the act of 

love.13 It is typical of de Sade's villains that the inno

cence of their victims increases the pleasure that they take 

in their ghastly schemes; and so, with Don Juan, destroying 

lOlbld., I, 900-901 (p. 95). lllbid., I, 924-30 (p. 96). 

^^Ibid.. II, 1314-18 (my translation). 

^3salgot says, "'.vTiat enchants Don Juan, in addition to 
the possession of a woman, is that such possession presup
poses a joke at someone's expense." (p. I3.) 
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the honor of a virtuous woman is a source of particular 

pride and delight.1^ 

It h-is been said by D. H. Lawrence that genuine poets 

cannot help but write the truth, even if it conflicts with 

their consciously-held opinions.^5 Tirso de Molina, in his 

everyday life as the priest, Gabriel Tellez, was a dogmatic 

Roman Catholic; and he certainly meant for his Don Juan to 

be seen as completely evil and deserving of damnation. 

Tirso was too nuch a poet, however, to leave his moral 

issues in cori;plete black and white. Evil as Don Juan is, 

we can find a certain iniplied justification for his actions 

in these words of Tisbea: 

I alone of those beside the sea, whose waters 
kiss their feet of jasmine and rose, am free of love. 
I alone wander free of the prison he has filled with 
iLad-.uen. . . . Ar.ong the thousand love-torn hearts I 
walk untouched, scornful of their plight. . . . My 
fellow fishermen in Tarragona do commend my virtue. 

l^cf. Marquis de Sade, Juliette, or. Vice Annly Re
warded, trans. Pieralessandro Casavini (rev. and ed, abridg-
ment; New York: Lancer Books, 1965). Monsieur de Noirceuil, 
forcing his wife to take part in a scene of debauchery with 
a group of prostitutes, tells her, "You knov; me to be frank 
in these matters and so you will believe me when I affirm 
that my enjoyment would be far less were you any more will
ing to comply with it." (p. 59») There are numerous other 
examples, even in the revised and edited abridgment. 

15D.H. Lawrence, Studies in Classic American Literature 
("Doubleday Anchor Books"; Garden City, New York: Doubleday Sc 
Company, Inc., 1951 )s "An artist is usually a damned liar, but 
his art, if it be art, will tell you the truth of his day. 

"The artist usually sets out—or used to--to point a 
n̂ oral and adorn a tale. The tale, however, points the other 
way, as a rule. Two blankly opposing morals, the artist's 
and the tale':;. Kev' r trust the artist. Trust the tale. 
The prov-er function of a critic is to save the tale from the 
artlnt v;no created it." (pp. 12-13.) 
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But I a-i deaf to their entreaties and stand their 
waves of pleas like stone. 

Anfriso is a man endowed with all the graces, 
generous, well-spoken and brave v;ho loves to haunt 
my hut and wear the night out with waiting. He cuts 
green boughs to crown my home and beneath the stars 
at midnircht pleads his suit with guitar and tambourine. 
But this is nothing to me for I am ruler of the land 
of love. Others sigh for him whom I disdain. For 
this is love—to die for those who cause you pain.16 

Anfriso has been a good and deserving suitor whom 

Tisbea has disdained. We may assume that she would also 

have disdained Don Juan had he been sincerely in love with 

her, and had she not been taken in by his offer to make her 

a lady. Thus, Tisbea falls, not because of Don Juan's evil 

plans, but because of her ambition, which makes her susceptible 

to those plans. Tisbea may be in love with Juan (his social posi

tion having facilitated this eventuality); in which case, 

there is a certain poetic justice in her succumbing to the 

same "madness" which she has scorned in others. Tisbea her

self has given Don Juan his justification: she has called 

love a madness; and, if Juan Is the only one of her suitors 

who Is not truly in love, then he is the only one who is 

sane, and thus, the one who deserves to be victorious. 

We cannot know that such is true of Don Juan's other 

conquests, for Indeed, we do not know so much about the 

other female protagonists. Tisbea is the only one who is 

given any long speeches; therefore, she is the only one whose 

character and motivations can be guessed at.1? It may be 

^^El burlodor, I, 375-474 (pp. 89-90). 

17Austen nays, "None of Tirso's women, with the pos
sible exception of llscea, ĥ ave any re-il character." (pp. 265-L6.) 
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that she is intended to be representative of all the other 

women. Certainly, no one is perfect, and a Don Juan who was 

interested in justifying himself could reason that all women 

are fickle, sooner or later, and therefore deserve to be 

betrayed before they betray, 

II 

Moli^re's Pom Juan, ou le festin de Pierre, was first 

performed in I665, thirty-five years after the publication 

of Tirso's play.18 By this time, the Don Juan legend had 

gone from Spain to Italy, where a number of Don Juan farces 

were performed in imitation of the Spanish play. The story 

was brought into France by Italian players and also became 

popular there. There were at least two French versions of 

the play before Moliere made his contribution to the legend, 

and the great French comedian took his plot from the works 

of his countrymen. It is not known that he had any direct 

knowledge of Tirso's play.19 

The scene of Moliere's play is Sicily, where Don Juan 

has unexpectedly left Elvira, his new wife. In the opening 

scene, his servant Sganarelle explains to one of Elvira's 

servants that Don Juan probably has no intention of remain

ing faithful to Elvira, because he is a scoundrel, heretic, 

and libertine. 

ISAusten, pp. 15^-55• 

^^These developments in Don Juan's literary history are 
related at "reater length by Austen, chap. Ill, pp. 1̂ -5-66. 
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Don Juan enters, preoccupied with plans for the con

quest of his newest love, a virtuous young woman who is soon 

to be married. Not having been able to win her affection, 

Juan plans to abduct her. As he explains this plan to 

oganarelle, ilvira unexpectedly appears and berates him for 

his infidelity. Though momentarily caught off guard, Juan 

regains his composure and tells Elvira that he has repented 

of having taken her from a convent and that she must, for 

the sake of piety, return. She curses him and leaves. 

Act II: Don Juan's kidnapping plans have been frus

trated by a sudden storm. The boat in which he was to have 

carried off his victim is sunk, and he and Sganarelle are 

washed up on the beach, where they are found by a peasant 

couple, Charlotte and Peter. Charlotte, evidently a flirt, 

is fascinated with Don Juan's fine clothes, though she is 

admonished by Peter for not being more demure. 

Juan has already laid the groundwork for an affair 

with another peasant girl, but this plot does not prevent 

him from becoming Interested in Charlotte. In a matter of 

moments, he has professed his love for her and expressed his 

dismay that such a beautiful creature should be betrothed 

to a mere peasant. The girl is confused by what he says; 

Don Juan proposes marriage, and she agrees. 

Peter is understandably distressed at this development, 

For a moment he wishes to fight Don Juan, but he loses his 

nerve and departs. Hathurine now appears. Don Juan has 

already proposed to her; and, finding himself In a difficult 
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situation, he leaves the tv7o of them. As he is leaving, 

he receives word that twelve horsemen have come to the vill

age in search of him. He and Sganarelle hastily depart the 

premises. 

Act III: Don Juan and Sganarelle have disguised them

selves as a country squire and a doctor. A satirical dis

cussion of the medical profession leads to Sganarelle's 

questioning his master about his personal beliefs. Juan 

replies, "I believe that two and two m.̂ ke four, Sganarelle, 

and that two fours are eip:ht."20 

In the midst of their conversation, Juan sees a gen

tleman being attacked by outlaws and runs to his aid. The 

man is Carlos, Elvira's brother, who was with the band seek

ing Don Juan, and who has become separated from his compan

ions. Carlos, not knowing Juan's Identity, thanks him for 

having saved his life. Carlos' brother, Alonso, soon arrives 

and immediately wishes to attack Don Juan, but Carlos persuades 

him to spare Juan temporarily, in return for the favor done him. 

Alone once more, Juan and Sganarelle come upon the mau

soleum of a Commander whom Juan killed some months earlier. 

Juan mockingly invites the Commander to have supper with 

him, and Sganarelle is terrified to see the dead man's 

statue nod its head in acceptance of the invitation. 

The fourth act opens in Don Juan's quarters. Sgana

relle lr> convinced that the statue's nod-iing its head is a 

^^Don Jil̂ n, in Moliere r Five Play^. trans. John Wood 
("The Pcn£rJl:-i Ciasr.ics" ; London: Penguin Books, 1953), P« 223. 
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miraculous sign of Heaven's disapproval of Juan's way of 

life, but Juan dismisses it as a trick of the lighting in 

the woods. One of Don Juan's creditors comes to ask for 

money but leaves without having received any. Juan's father 

also appears, to berate his son for his infamous life. He 

is dismissed with contempt. The next in the procession of 

visitors is Elvira, She returned to her convent, and she 

warns Don Juan that he too must give up his sinful life, 

but she also leaves without having had any effect upon him. 

Juan finr.lly sits down to dinner, but there is a knock 

at the door. Sganarelle goes to answer it and returns, 

speechless with terror. He is followed by the statue of the 

Commander, which takes a seat at the table. Juan orders 

that food and drink be brought for the guest. The spectre 

requires Don Juan to be his guest the following evening, and 

Don Juan accepts. The statue then departs. 

Act V: Don Juan returns to his father and repents of 

his sins. The old man is overjoyed, but Juan later reveals 

to Sganarelle that he is only pretending repentance, because 

he needs his father's Influence to obtain favor with the 

authorities. Juan tells Sganarelle that hypocrisy, far from 

being a vice, has become a positive virtue in modern society. 

Don Carlos now confronts Juan. He will forego his 

revenge if Juan will return to Elvira. Again playing the 

hypocrite, Juan regrets that the will of God now requires 

him to renounce all earthly ties. Carlos is infuriated, and 

vows that he will take revenge upon Don Juan. 
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The succession of visitors is almost the same as that 

of the previous night. A spectre in the form of a veiled 

woman now confronts Don Juan, giving him a last chance to 

repent. Juan replies, "No, come v/hat may it shall never be 

said that I am the repenting sort."21 The statue appears. 

It has come to lead Don Juan to the place where he will sup 

with it. Don Juan takes its hand and immediately finds him

self enclosed by the fires of Hell, The earth opens and 

swallows him up, leaving Sganarelle alone on the stage. The 

curtain falls. 

The plot of noli^re's Don Ju-̂.n is much like that of 

Tirso's play. Molifere's version has been compressed in 

order to fit more nearly within the unities of time and 

action. There are fewer characters; there are only two amor

ous episodes, in place of the four in Tirso's play; and we 

are not shown the duel in which the Commander is killed. 

The elimination of characters and episodes causes a 

certain loss of stature in the protagonist. On the other 

hand, we are now speaking of a comedy, rather than a tra

gedy, and less stature is required of the hero. The sim

plified plot is certainly easier to follow; and it gives 

Moliere the opportunity to insert digressions upon some of 

his favorite subjects, such as tobacco, doctors, and hypo

crites. 

The principal disadvantage of Moliere's arrangement 

of the plot is that the audience is less well prepared for 

^llMd., p. 247. 
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the appearance of the Commander. In Tirso's version, he is 

the father of one of the girls betrayed by Don Juan, and we 

are shown the fatal duel. In the French play, we have nei

ther of these occurrences, and the sudden appearance of the 

Commander seems Irrelevant to the action. 

The most interesting similarity between the two plays 

is that both authors, while showing the evil of their pro

tagonist, give him a partial justification by including a 

fickle woman among his conquests. Just as Tisbea caused 

dismay among her many lovers, so Chr.rlotte is very much a 

coquette with Peter. 

Tirso's Don Juan has a Spanish fatdism, and Tirso's 

play has a tragic tone. Moliere's Don Juan goes from 

serious arrogance to comic ineffectuality. Moliere's play 

has a comic tone which sometimes stoops to farce, as in Don 

Juan's scene with the two peasant women, and which sometimes 

has serious overtones, as in the attack on hypocrisy. 

Though the two plays are similar in plot, the char

acters of the two protagonists are very different indeed. 

The Spanish Juan is a sinful Christian who plans, eventu

ally, to repent. The French Juan is a free-thinker who has 

no more faith than that two and two are four. He plans 

never to repent. 

In one sense, this attitude is an advantage of Moliere's 

version. Since the Spanish Juan would repent if given a 

chiince, and since Tirso's didactic purpose demands that he 

be damned, he is therefore not given such a chance; and the 
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audience 1̂^ left with the feeling that the Almighty has 

played a nasty trick on him. Not so with Moliere's Don 

Juan. He is given every chance to repent, refuses to do so, 

and is quite justly damned. (His motivations, however, are 

much less clear than in Tirso's version.) 

Another difference between the two Don Juans is that 

Molibre's Juan is not so deliberately cruel. The French 

Don Juan uses the same arjruraent later used by the Italian 

Don Giovanni: that all beautiful v;omen have an equal right 

to be loved. The fact that one woman vras fortunate enough 

to find Don Juan first is no reason for others to be unjust

ly deprived. Sophistical though the argument may be, it 

does not have the deliberate cruelty of Tirso's Don Juan, 

who takes special pleasure in destroying the reputation of 

an Innocent and honorable woman. 

In borrowing a popular plot, Moliere did no more than 

was done by a great many of our best playwrights. He was 

justified by the artistry and craftsmanship which trans

formed a secondhand plot into a first rate play. Although 

he does not always equal the force of his Spanish prede

cessor, he does give us the feeling that his material is at 

all times completely under control. 

In the final scenes, for exam.pie, Don Juan is method-

Ically confronted by each of the persons he has v;ronged: 

his fi-ther, his lover, and the spirit of the Commanvier. 

Each warns him to repent, and each falls to move him. 'Tu^ 

next day he is given one final chance; again, by his father. 
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his lover (as represented by her brother), and by the inter

ested spiritual forces. When he again refuses to repent 

honestly and sincerely, he is at last damned. 

Ill 

The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw the pro

duction of a great many Don Juan works which were less than 

of the first rank. Thomas Shadwell's play The Libertine 

Destroyed appeared in I676, some eleven years after the 

first performance of Moliere's Don Juan. This drama was 

probably the first appearance of Don Juan in England.^^ 

Shadwell's play is not of any particular literary 

merit, and today it is almost completely unknown. Its 

principal historical interest is that S. T. Coleridge men

tions it favorably in his Biojecraphia Lltern.ria.23 E. F. 

Boyd, in her study of Byron's Don Juan, shows that Byron 

was almost certainly acquainted with Shadwell, through 

Coleridge, and presumably was influenced by him in his own 

Don Juan.24 

22Austen, p. 174. ^^ChsLpter XXIII. 

24Eiizabeth French Boyd, Byron's Don Juan (New Bruns
wick: Rutgers University Press, 1945)> pp. 35-37. "Coler
idge brought up the questions of the true nature of Don Juan 
and the morality of his story in order to condemn, by con
trast, the hero and the morals of Maturin's Bertram. As 
Bertram, with its exaggeratedly Byronlc hero, was one of 
the last plays Byron had sponsored through thick and thin 
in his Drury Lane commiittee work, he naturally read with 
care Coleridge's famous criticism of the play. . . . Byron 
must have derived his new conception of Don Juan from: 5.T. 
Coleridge's description of him as the natural man, to whom 
the only sin is to act contrary to his own nature." (p. 36.) 

http://Lltern.ria.23
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During the eighteenth century, in Italy, there v;ere 

two notable Don Juan works: a play, Don Giovanni Tenorlo, 

by Goldoni, and the opera Don Giovanni. by Mozart and da 

Ponte. (Don Giovanni was written in Italian, even though 

the music was not written in Italy. It is therefore con

venient to class it as an Italian work.) Though Mozart's 

opera is far better known, Goldoni's play is not without 

Interest; for his Don Giovanni is the first Don Juan work 

to dispense with the ghostly statue: Goldoni's Don Juan is 

struck down by a bolt of lightning.25 

Goldoni, like the Elizabethan playwrights, suffers the 

fate of being overshadowed by a greater genius: Mozart's 

Don Giovanni is by far the most popular of all Don Juan 

works. Mozart was not the first musician to venture into 

the Don Juan field: a Don Juan ballet was written by Gluck, 

a French comic opera by le Tellier; and an Italian opera, 

II convitato dl pietra. was written by Gazzaniga and per

formed in Venice the year before Mozart's Don Giovanni was 

first performed in Prague.26 

It has already been seen that Moliere took the plot of 

his Don Juan from two other plays which were running concur

rently in Paris. Similar situations are to recur again and 

in Don Juan's literary development. The legend has never 

been acknowledged as the property of any one writer. It 

25The Goldoni play is discussed at greater length in 
Austen, p. 166. 

26H, E. Krehbiel, Introduction to Mozart's Don 
Giovanni (.̂e>; York: G. ochirraer. Inc., 1900), pp. v-lx. 
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has, in effect, been in the public domain wherever it has 

appeared. So it was that Lorenzo da Ponte, commissioned by 

Mozart to write the Don Giovanni libretto, borrowed copious

ly from the opera that was then playing in Venice.27 

Don Giovanni has proved to be one of the most popular 

operas ever composed, both in niimber of performances and in 

critical acclaim. It was praised by such diverse literary 

and musical figures as Goethe, Beethoven, Gounod, Rossini, 

Stendhal, and even Wagner. Kierkegaard V7as so Infatuated 

with it that he wrote an essay proving it to be the greatest 

work of art, of any kind, ever produced.28 

The setting of Don Giovanni is supposedly Seville. 

Every Don Juan version claims its hero to be Spanish, but 

Don Giovanni is actually Italian, just as Kcli^re's Don Juan 

is actually French. The opera opens with the duel between 

Don Giovanni and the Commendatore, who thinks that Giovanni 

has taken the honor of his daughter. Donna Anna. Giovanni 

kills the older man and flees, his identity still undiscov

ered. Don Octavlo enters, learns the nev7s, and attempts to 

comfort Anna, who forces him to swear that he will help her 

seek revenge upon her father's murderer. 

27lbid.. p. V. 

28The references to Goethe, Beethoven, Gounod, Rossini, 
and Wagner are to be found in Krehbiel, pp. x-xi. Stendhal, accord
ing to his biographer, Matthev; Josephson, "v;ould weep endlî nsly 
over DcTi CAov.^r.rA " (Stendr:\l, or The Injirnu 11 of Hapr 1 nr r.-̂  /̂ 'arden 
City, New York: DoubleaaV d: Company, Inc.. Iv̂ l̂i/, p. 201). The 
Kierkegaard essay is to be found in ̂ ith^>r/Or. vol. I, trans. 
D;AVid l-'". Swenson an;i Lillian Karvin Swenson ("Anchor Boo'/cs"; 
G.xrden City, New Yo-k: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1959^0. 1944 
by irinceton Ui.iversity Press^^* 
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Morning finds Leporello and Giovanni in another part 

of the city, where Giovanni encounters Donna Elvira, v7hom he 

has earlier seduced and then abandoned, Elvira reprimands 

him for his falseness, and Giovanni replies that he had im

portant reasons for leaving her, such as--and here he asks 

Leporello to give her an example, meanwhile making his es

cape. Leporello tells Elvira that she is better off v;ithout 

Giovanni. Taking a long scroll from his pocket, he reads to 

her the list of Giovanni's conquests: 640 in Italy, 231 in 

Germany, 100 in France, 91 in Turkey, and in Spain 1003. 

The scene now shifts to the country, where a peasant 

couple, Zerllna and Kasetto, are celebrating their wedding. 

Giovanni emerges from his near-by villa and, deciding that 

he likes Zerllna, Invites the wedding party to continue their 

celebration Inside his palace. All enter, except Zerllna, 

whom he detains, and Masetto, who becomes angry and leaves. 

Giovanni tells Zerllna that he loves her and will wed her 

himself—if she will only come with him into his palace. 

Zerllna lets herself be persuaded, but they are Intercepted 

by Elvira, who warns of Giovanni's deceit. Zerllna leaves 

with Elvira. 

In the meantime, Anna and Octavlo have come to Giovanni 

to ask his help in finding the Commendatore's murderer. 

They find him arguing with Elvira and Zerllna, and this 

spectacle serves to make Anna suspicious. She suddenly 

feels sure that he is Indeed the seducer r.nd murderer. Con

fiding this belief to Octavlo, she demands that he do scn:e-
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thing about it. Octavlo cannot decide upon a course of 

action, and they both leave. 

In the garden of Giovanni's palace, Masetto and 

Zerllna are arguing over Zerllna's flirtations. Leporello 

draws Masetto away, and Giovanni pulls Zerllna into a side 

room. A moment later a scream is heard. Masetto rushes to 

the rescue, along with Anna, Elvira, and Octavlo, who liave 

returned. Giovanni comes out, holding Leporello. He tries 

to pretend that the servant has been at fault. Seeing that 

•no one believes him, Giovanni then admits his guilt and pro

claims that he would not repent of his way of life, even if 

he received a sign from Heaven. Pushing Leporello before 

him, he loses himself In the crowd and flees. 

Once safely away from the mob, Leporello tells Giovanni 

that he wishes to quit his service. Giovanni apologizes for 

having risked his servant's life and offers him money. 

Leporello agrees to continue his duties if Giovanni will 

cease to chase women. At this point, Giovanni offers his 

justification of his way of life: 

GIOVANNI GIOVANNI 
Tl basta I'anlmo Are you minded now 
dl far quel ch'io ti dlco? to carry out my orders? 
LEPORELLO LEPORELLO 
Purche lasciam le donne. So long as you leave women alone. 

GIOVANNI GIOVANNI 
Lasclar le donne? Pazzol Leave women alone? You're mad! 
Sal tu ch'elle per me Why, they're more necessary 
son necescarie piu del pan to me than the bread I eat, 
che manglo, piu dell'aria than the air I breathe, 
che spiro? 

LEPORELLO LEPORELLO 
r. i.vete core î nd you've the heart 
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d'ingannarle poi tutte? to deceive the lot? 

GIOVANNI GIOVANNI 
2 tutto amore. ^ It's all for love. 
Chi a una sola e fedele To be faithful to one 
verso I'altre e crudcle. is to be faithless to the 
10 che in me sento others. I have so generous 
si esteso sentimento a heart that I love 
vo'bene a tutte quante. every sinr:le one of them; 
Le donne poi, che calcolar but women, v:ho have no head 
non sanno, for fir^res, 
11 mlo buon n-̂ .tural call my good nature 
ohiamano inganno. deception.29 

Leporello is astonished at such a fantastically chari

table nature, but this sarcasm is lost on Giovanni, who is 

already planning his next affair. Having made love to Donna 

Elvira, Giovanni now plans to seduce her maid. He borrows 

Leporello's cloak, the better to accomplish this operation. 

Coming to Elvira's window, Giovanni calls to her to forgive 

him. Though she ought to know better, Elvira cannot help 

being Intrigued by his overtures. Looking from her window, 

she sees Leporello, who has been dressed as Don Giovanni 

and left as a decoy. 

Elvira comes down for a rendezvous with Leporello, 

who she thinks is Giovanni. Leporello discovers that his 

part is not unpleasant and throws himself into it with 

enthusiasm, as Giovanni watches from the shadows. Once 

Elvira and Leporello have left, Giovanni begins to serenade 

the servant girl. He is interrupted by Masetto and a band 

of villagers, who have come looking for him. Imitating the 

voice of Leporello, Giovanni sends the peasants off on a 

^^W.A. Mozart,'Drn Gi oy-nn^, II, 1. The libretto is by 
Lorenzo du Ponte, trans. Lionel waiter (frorri the libretto of 
tne Deutsche Gr.̂ T::uOphon recordinf: of ^on Giov.-nnl; Berlin, n.d.). 
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false trail, but detains Masetto, and then beats him up 

when they are alone. 

Meanwhile, Leporello and Elvira are discovered, first, 

by Anna and Octavlo, then, by Masetto and Zerllna. Thinking 

they have found Don Giovanni, all converge upon him but then 

they discover that they have captured only the servant. 

After a moment of astonishment, the peasants become angry 

anew at Leporello, thinking it was he \Jho beat up Masetto, 

while Elvira becomes angry with him for having led her on. 

Leporello, pleading for mercy all the while, edges toward 

a gate, slips through it, and is gone. 

Leporello rejoins Don Giovanni, and the two find them

selves before the grave of the Commendatore. As in the con

ventional legend, Giovanni compells Leporello to Invite the 

statue to sup with him. The servant is terrified to see that 

the statue nods assent, but Giovanni is unwilling to admit 

that he has noticed anything. 

The scene changes to Giovanni's palace, where Elvira 

interrupts Giovanni at dinner. Having resigned herself to 

losing him, she asks Giovanni, for the sake of his own soul, 

to mend his ways. Seeing that she has failed to move him, 

she starts to go out; but, suddenly terrified, she turns and 

runs in the opposite direction. Leporello goes to the door 

and returns, terrified also. Giovanni himself goes to see 

what is wrong. He finds himself face to face with the ghost 

of the Commendatore, in the form of the statue. It has come 

to dinner accordino; to the invitation. 
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They sit down to dinner, and the statue extends to 

Giovanni a reciprocal Invitation. Giovanni takes his hand, 

as a sign of accepting the invitation, and finds himself 

overcome with a terrible chill. The ghost gives him a final 

chance for repentance, which he refuses. There is a clap of 

thunder, and flames engulf both figures. In a moment all is 

quiet again, and Leporello finds himself alone in the room. 

Outside, the assembled peasants, nobility, and minis

ters of justice are all seeking Don Giovanni. Leporello 

appears and tells them they are too late, for a higher power 

has already taken him. Elvira, having seen the spectre, 

confirms his story. All join in a final chorus celebrating 

the punishment of an unrepentant sinner. 

The opera Don Giovanni exists primarily for its music: 

the literary qualities of the libretto are only of secondary 

importance. A consideration of the music, however, would be 

out of place in the present work, and perhaps it ought to be 

affirmed that the libretto does have literary qualities. 

Also, in determining Don Giovanni's place in the Don Juan 

tradition, it is necessary to look into the plot, which is 

to be found in the libretto, rather than in the music, and 

the characterization, which is, at any rate, more easily 

examined in terms of the libretto. For these reasons, we 

go now to an examination of the libretto of Lorenzo da Ponte. 

Don Giovanni has perhaps the best-organized plot of 

the Don Juan works which have been considered up to now. 

Da Ponte uses three love episodes, instead of the four of 
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Tirso (which make the play seem crowded), or the two of 

Moliere (not quite enough to be convincing). The Elvira 

affair in Don Giovanni corresponds to the Isabela episode 

in El burlador de Sevilla. vihlle the Tisbea and Ar.iinta epi

sodes of Tirso's play are fused in the Zerllna episode of 

the Italian work. 

Da Ponte shows his hero's involvement with only one 

peasant girl. Instead of two. (Moliere fuses the two epi

sodes in another way: he keeps the two girls, but has his 

Don Juan attempt to seduce both of them in the same scene.) 

Giovanni's serenade at the vxindow of Elvira's maid might be 

considered another peasant episode, but it is actually no 

more than an excuse for Giovanni to change clothes viith 

Leporello; the girl never appears. 

The Dona Ana of Tirso is the same Donna Anna in da 

Ponte's version. In the Spanish play, Octavlo was the lover 

of Isabela (Elvira), but in the Italian work, he has become 

the fiance of Donna Anna. In the final scene of the opera, 

Elvira is left without a lover, whereas in Tirso's play, 

each of the female protagonists if furnished with an extra 

lover to whom she can return after having been deceived by 

Don Juan. Interestingly, in all of the plays studied, the 

peasant girl is shox\m as a coquette; Don Juan is not the only 

false lover. 

Tirso begins his play with the Isabela episode; da 

Ponte achieves greater unity of time and action by beginning 

with the Anna episode and later introducing Elvira-Isabela 
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as having already been Giovanni's lover. Moliere has car

ried unity of time to the extreme of sacrificing the duel 

with the Commander—a duel which becomes extremely important 

in the final scenes of the play. Da Ponte does not make 

this mistake; he scores a coup de thentre over both of his 

notable predecessors by putting the duel into the opening 

scene of the play. He thus retains the fast action of 

Tirso's opening scene without losing the unity of time which 

exists in Moliere's version of the play. 

The Don Juan legend went from Spain to France by way 

of Italy. As a result, the French Don Juan h*as many traits 

in common with the Italian Don Giovanni, traits which are 

not found in the Spanish version of the legend. The French 

and Italian figures are alike in their epicurean philoso

phies. They are both selfish; but neither is deliberately 

cruel, while there is definitely a streak of cruelty in the 

Spanish Don Juan. The French and Italian heroes are also 

alike in their lack of religious faith. The Spanish Don 

Juan is a back-sliding Christian who puts off repentance 

until it is too late; but the French Juan believes only that 

two and two make four, while the Italian proclaims that he 

would not change his ways if he received a sign from Heaven 

itself—^nd he makes good on that boast. 

Don Giovanni introduces one device which is not pre

sent in either Tirso's or Moliere's plays. This is the list 

of Don Giovanni's conquests which Leporello shows to Elvira. 

Tirso and Moliere apparently did not consider such a list 
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necessary, or they did not intend their protagonists to be 

villains of such magnitude. It is a measure of the legend's 

growing popularity that Mozart's audience was willing to ac

cept such a fantastic list of conquests. It is also inter

esting to note that this device, added by the Italians, was 

later so completely accepted as a part of the legend that it 

traveled back to Spain and became an Important addition to 

the legend there. Thus, in Don Jn^n Tenorlo. the nineteenth 

century play by Jose Zorrilla, the list of conquests plays 

an essential part in the opening scene.30 

IV 

Each of the three works examined above is worthy of 

note for its literary excellence. These works are also 

important in that each, to a large degree, can be considered 

to represent the Don Juan tradition in its particular coun

try. Thus, Tirso, the originator of the Don Juan legend, 

is also the best representative of it in Spain. Since its 

composition in 1844, Zorrilla's Don Juan Tenorlo has some

what eclipsed El burlador de Sevilla. Zorrilla's play may 

be the best example of the Don Juan tradition in Spain 

today,31 but if discussion is limited to the Don Juan legend 

prior to Byron's time, then Tirso's play is definitely in 

first place. 

30jose Zorrilla, Don Juan Tenorlo. in Lewis E. Brett, 
ed.. Nineteenth Century Sr̂ anish Plays (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1935). 

31see Austen, pp. ZS^-'SS^ 
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Moliere's Don Juan was undoubtedly the best French 

treatment of the legend in Moliere's time. After his death, 

his play was temporarily eclipsed by Thomas Corneille's 

verse imitation of it, but today Moliere's play has come 

back into its own and is still the best treatment of the Don 

Juan legend in France.32 

Though the music of Don Giovnnni was composed by 

Mozart, the libretto V7as written by an Italian, and the 

opera is in the Italian tradition of the legend. The 

opera's great popularity has already been mentioned; many 

would consider it the finest treatment of the Don Juan story 

in any language. 

Byron's Don Juan, to be discussed in the next chapter, 

is the first major Don Juan work in English. This distinc

tion, in addition to its general literary excellence, gives 

it a reasonable claim to being the best representation of the 

English tradition of the legend. It will also be seen in 

the following chapters that Byron's work had an important 

influence upon the entire concept of the Don Juan character, 

as it was conceived of in later Don Juan works. 

32Austen claims not to like Moliere's Don Ju^n; none
theless, he devotes fifteen pages of criticism to it (pp. 
151-65). He dismisses other French versions with mere 
paragraphs. 
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BYRON'S DON JUAN 

Lord Byron's epic Don Juan was written during the 

years 1818 to 1823, while the poet was living in Italy. 

The extent to which Byron was influenced by other contrib

utors to the legend is a difficult problem in Don Juan 

scholarship. \ E. F. Boyd considers it a near certainty that 

he had seen Shadwell's The Libertine before he left England, 

and the Mozart and Goldoni versions in Italy. Boyd supposes 

that he may have seen Tirso's El burlador de Sevilla while 

he was in Spain, but that he probably was not familiar with 

Moliere's Don Juan.1 A contemporary review, however, com

pares Byron unfavorably with Moliere, indicating that 

Moliere may already have been generally known in England at 

that time.2 

As well read as Byron was, it seems strange that he 

would not have read Moliere's Don Juan; but if he did, it 

iBoyd, p. 35. 

2''And especially worthy of note is the reviewer's 
statement that Byron's hero has 'sunk from the Don Juan of 
Moliere into the "Giovanni in London** of the minor theatres. 
. . ."* "Don Juan. XII-XIII-XIV," in The British Critic, 
XX (December lB23T, 662^66; as quoted by Paul Graham True-
blood. The Flowering: of Byron's Genius: Studies in Byron's 
pon Juan (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 
19^5)f p. 65. 

33 
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is equally strange that he never mentioned it. Of course, 

it is possible that he did mention it, in a letter which has 

not survived. Frustrating as the question is,(it seems im

possible to know precisely which Don Juan versions Byron 

was acquainted with.3 / 

( In any event, Byron's general tone is as much Influ-

enced by the picaresque novel tradition as it is by the Don 

Juan legend.^ His Don Ju-̂ n is so original that it cannot 

be said to be directly influenced by Tirso, Moliere, or 

Mozart. His version is to be studied, rather, as a parallel 

development of the legend. Like his predecessors, Byron 

gained a general knowledge of the legend from a popular 

source; and his Don Juan is a sibling, rather than a des

cendant, of the other great Don Juan works which preceeded 

it in Western literature. 

The simile of Byron's hero as a younger brother to the 

other great literary Don Juans is particularly apt in that 

Byron was the first writer to give any consideration to the 

youth of Don Juan. Prior to this time, the principal treat

ments of the theme had been in relatively limited genres: 

the drama and the opera. Tirso and the other early authors 

had been forced by the inherent limitations of their genres 

to present their audiences with a mature hero. Byron was 

the first to treat of the legend in the expanded dimensions 

3see also Willis W. Pratt, Byron's Don Juan, vol. IV, 
Notes on the Varioruri Edition (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1957T. pp. 15-l5T 

^Boyd, pp. 34-35. See also Trueblood, p. 23. 
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of an epic. He is thus the first to picture the youth of 

Don Juan and to show the circumstances which made the man. 

Byron's Don Juan is seldom considered in the light of 

its contribution to the legend or philosophy of Don Juan.5 

Byron's plot has virtually nothing to do with the conven

tional plot; and his digressions are so frequent and so 

fascinating in themselves that most scholarly studies devote 

themselves to these, to the topical allusions, or to the 

conditions under which the poem came to be written.^ 

But Byron's epic is an important contribution to the 

body of Don Juan literature. Being himself a Don Juan type, 

Byron had a unique insight into the motivations, psychology, 

and philosophy of his protagonist. His Don Juan is the 

5This observation is also made by Aus-cen, p. 188. 

OA gratifying exception to this rule is George M. 
Ridenour's The Style of Don Juan (New Haven: Yale Univer
sity Press, i960). Ridenour shows that these supposed di
gressions are very much in harmony with the theme of the 
work, that they in fact require a Don Juan theme as back
ground: "The one thing every reader would know about the 
protagonist, Don Juan, is that he is a kind of archetypal 
great lover. When one thinks, then, of the use of images 
of sterility and impotence in the Dedication, one is pre
pared to find the Impotence of tyrants opposed by a hero who 
is a successful lover, with no compulsion to compensate for 
his own inadequacy by bullying other people." (p. 18.) 
"And while not morally Irreproachable, Byron's Juan is set 
in strong contrast to the sterility and lust associated with 
tyranny. For if Juan's virility is manifest, it is equally 
clear that he is not lustful in the usual sense (which is 
one of the reasons for his much-discussed 'passivity': 
Byron's moral forbids a hero who is an active seducer). It 
is eunuch Castlereaghs and harlot Catherines that lust for 
power. And if, with Blake (and Byron), one sees war as 'a 
perversion of the sexual impulse,' the opposition between 
lover and warrior, lover and tyrant, becomes clear, as does 
the close association between lust, sterility, tyranny, and 
war." (pp. 69-70.) 
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youth who will grow into the man of Moliere's or of Tirso's 

dramas. This is not to say that Byron's and Tirso's char

acters are identical, but they are of the same type. The 

two authors describe different stages in the evolution of 

a universal type. Allowance can be made for individual dif

ferences in the two versions without losing sight of the 

essential likeness and universality of the type. / 

In the Don Juan canon according to Byron, JUan is the 

son of Spanish nobility. His mother is learned and puritan

ical, cold to her husband, and strict with her son.7 Juan's 

father sets a precedent for his son by having affairs behind 

his wife's back. After his father's early death, Juan Is 

left to be educated by his mother. All of his textbooks are 

expurgated to ensure his complete Ignorance on the subject 

of sex. Up to his sixteenth birthday, he has virtually no 

knowledge of the opposite sex. 

The fatal weakness in Juan's moral upbringing is his 

mother's friend Donna Julia. Julia is a clrl of twenty-

three married to a fifty year-old man. Julia develops a 

friendship for Juan which is entirely innocent. But as 

Juan grows older, simple friendship turns into infatuation. 

Julia, wishing to be a virtuous wife, nonetheless cannot 

bring herself to break off the relationship. She decides 

to prove her virtue by facing and overcoming temptation. 

Obviously, mere virtue cannot hold out against love. One 

7By now it is common knowledge that Juan's mother was 
modeled on Lady Byron. See Pratt for a full account of the 
autobiographical aspects of the poem. 
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summer evening Juan and Julia find themselves alone in the 

garden. Holding hands leads to a kiss, which leads to much 

worse. 

Six months later, Juan and Julia are still lovers. 

One evening Julia's husband, having become suspicious, 

searches Julia's bedroom. At first he finds nothing, but 

just as he is ready to apologize to Julia, he sees a pair 

of men's shoes on the floor. He runs to fetch his sword; 

Juan springs from his hiding place, to collide with the 

husband returning. They fight; Juan knocks the old man down 

and runs naked into the night. The scandal is out. Julia 

is sent to a convent, and Juan is forced into exile. 

As his ship casts off, Juan tells himself that no 

sadness can ever equal his grief at leaving Julia—and, so 

saying, he becomes violently seasick. (An Ironic commentary 

on all of us: our noble griefs can never stand up to our 

physical ills.) Juan's trip is interrupted by a storm which 

forces the crew to abandon ship. Juan, his tutor, and some 

thirty others are saved in a lifeboat. They are on the sea 

seven days without food. At length they resort to cannibal

ism: the lot falls to the tutor, who is bled to death. 

Juan and several others abstain from such a meal. Those who 

eat the hiiman flesh go mad, drink salt water, and die. 

Land is finally sighted; but, in getting to shore, the boat 

is overturned in the surf. The rest of the passengers 

prove too weak to reach shore; Don Juan is the only sur

vivor. 
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After having fallen unconscious on the b̂ âch, Juan 

awakes to find a beautiful girl standing over him. She is 

Haidee, daughter of the pirate chief vrho rules the island. 

Haldee takes Juan to a cave, where she nurses hirr; back to 

health without the knowledge of her father. Juan and Haldee, 

Inevitably, fall in love. Haldee is entirely irjiocent, and 

Juan almost so, for this is only his second love affair. 

They give themselves to one another in an Innocent, naive, 

idyllic love affair. 

Lambro, Haldee's father, returns from a voyage to find 

a great festivity going on. Haldee, having received a false 

report of his death, has brought Juan out of Hiding to be 

her husband. Lambro confronts the two lovers. Haldee 

pleads with her father not to harm Juan, but he calls in his 

men and orders them to capture the Intruder. Juan downs the 

first two, but then is laid low himself. Bleeding from two 

wounds, he is bound and carried away. At the sight of her 

lover being cut down, Haidee falls to the floor in a faint: 

a vein has burst. After days of unconsciousness and fever, 

she dies. 

Don Jtian regains consciousness on a pirate ship. He 

is taken to the slave market in Constantinople, where he 

finds himself in the company of an English soldler-of-for

tune. The two are bought by an agent of Gulbeyaz, the Sul

tan's favorite vrife. Juan is dressed as a girl and sT.û gled 

Into her presence. Gulbeyaz has decided that Juan shall 

have the supreme good fortune of being her lover (and 
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slave). But Haldee's memory is still fresh in Juan's mind; 

he cannot bear the thought of making love to anyone else. 

(Byron's passion for freedom is so great that he here allows 

his hero to'be heroic—a change from the usual tone of the 

poem.) The Sultana is confounded, for she has never before 

had any whim refused. The Sultan's unexpected appearance 

spares Juan the consequences of his bravery. 

The Sultan orders the other won*;en to leave him alone 

with his favorite. Juan, still in girl's clothing, is 

assigned to sleep with Dudu, one of the other harem girls. 

The poet blushlngly refuses to describe the entirety of 

Juan's nightly activity—though much is Intimated. (And 

Juan seems strangely to have forgotten his scruples.) The 

next morning Gulbeyaz is furious and orders Juan and Dudu 

to be drowned in a sack. Such a sentence taxes the poet's 

ability to rescue his hero, and Byron evades this necessity 

by bringing the canto to a close at this point. 

The scene is now the Seige of Ismail. Juan, Dudu, and 

the Englishman, having escaped from the harem, take refuge 

with the Russian army. Juan and Johnson, the Englishman, 

volunteer to lead the assault on the city the next morning. 

This battle is Juan's first taste of war, but he is in the 

thick of the fighting. After the city falls, the cossacks 

take to looting and murdering helpless civilians, and Juan 

rescues a little girl from two of the berserk Invaders. 

For his bravery, Juan is selected as the courier to 

Inform the Empress of Ismail's fall. In Petersburg, Juan 
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becomes the Ê -press Catherine's newest favorite. After some 

time in this new position, he falls 111, and the doctors 

decide that he needs a change of climate. Catherine appoints 

him a special emissary to England. 

Juan is an immediate success in London society. Dur

ing the course of the summer, he becomes a frequent guest 

at the town house of Lord and Lady Amundeville. In the fall 

he sees v:lth them to their country manor. Among the other 

guests is the Duchess of Fitz-Fulke, who, with Lady Adeline 

Amundeville, is one of the most beautiful wonien in the com

pany. Both of these women set their sights on Juan, but he 

declines to indicate a preference between them. 

One evening Juan hears a sound outside his room and is 

startled to see a ghostly monk, who walks by 'rAn without 

saying a word and disappears into the darkness at the far end 

of the hall. The next morning he learns that he has appar

ently seen the Black Friar, the ghost of the manor. The 

following evening, Juan waits in his room, and the hooded 

figure appears as before. This time Juan follows the ghost 

down the hall until they come to a dead end. The figure 

turns and reveals—Fitz-Fulke. In the morning Juan and the 

duchess are both late to breakfast. Here the epic ends, in 

the fragmentary seventeenth canto. 

II 

As was mentioned earlier, a great deal of Don Juan is 

taken up with digressions from the actual plot of the epic. 
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Byron pauses to deliver attacks, or merely to make comments 

upon, the government of England, society, art, science, and 

the foibles of mankind in general. Approximately a third of 

the poem is taken up by such digressions.^ j 

It would be rash to suggest that these dlgrecsions, on 

the whole, detract from the literary art of the epic. There 

are a few Instances in which the poet becomes too self-indul

gent, but most of his wanderings are interesting; and, to a 

degree, they are the poem's reason for being, since Byron 

was seeking a suitable vehicle for his satire. Nevertheless, 

our interest here is in the prota,7:onlst; and vre shall now go 

to a consideration of Don Juan's character and development, 

as revealed in the episodes in which he takes part. 

Byron's Don Juan consists of seven episodes: Julia, 

or First Love, Canto I; Shipwreck, the first half of Canto 

II; Haldee, Cantos II, III, and IV; the Harem, V and VI; 

the Seige of Ismail, VII and VIII; Russia, IX and X; and 

England, XI-XVII. Four of these episodes, Julia, Haidee, 

Russia, and England, are of particular Interest in the 

development of Juan's character. The other episodes, though 

they also influence his development, are not the type of 

adventures which would specifically cause the boy Juan to 

grow into the mature Don Juan (that is, the traditional Don 

Juan)• 

Robert Escarplt, in Lord Byron; Un ten̂ »̂-̂ ."̂ ênt llt-
t>>r.̂ lre (2 vols., ?.''-ris: Le Cercle du Livre, 193/i, esti-
T.ites that 20 to 30/i of the stanzas in the poem are taken up 
by "pure" digression. (II, 98.) 
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The shipwreck, properly speaking, is not a donjuan-

esque incident.9 It is true that Tirso and Moliere both use 

shipwreck scenes in their Don Juan plays, but in these works 

the shipwreck is merely a device to Introduce their heroes 

into peasant fishing villages. The wreck itself has nothing 

to do with the Don Juan situation or character. Byron be

comes interested in it for its own sake, taking many inci

dents from the narrative of his sea-faring grandfather, Ad

miral John Byron, and from other accounts of actual wrecks.1^ 

The shipwreck and the battle scene later on justify Byron's 

epic pretensions. These episodes, though interesting and 

well-written, have little to do with' a comparative study of 

Don Juan's character.H 

Similarly, the harem interlude has little to do with 

Don Juan's development. In these two cantos, Byron parodies 

9Escarpit does not even list the shipwreck as a sepa
rate episode. (II, 223.) 

lOpop an account of John Byron's career and his book, 
see Leslie A. Marchand, Byron; A Biop:raphy (3 vols.. New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1957), l7 10-11. Complete details 
of the literary sources of Byron's description of the ship
wreck may be found in Pratt, 58-81. 

llBoyd, however, considers the shipwreck to be appro
priate and necessary to what has gone before. Having des
cribed the shipwreck in Tirso, Boyd says, "The convention of 
shipwreck and near-drowning persisted in all the subsequent 
versions of the story, except Da Ponte's and Goldoni's, as 
if to Illustrate the proverb that the villain cannot drown 
but is reserved for a more appropriate death. 

"But the tempest and the sea journey mean more for 
Byron than a mere following of the Don Juan legend, or in
deed of epic and picaresque novel conventions. It is appro
priate to the general theme that a violent convulsion of 
physical nature should follow, in this series of ror.antlc-
realistlc contrasts, the tempest In the teapot of civilized 
Seville." (p. 70.) 
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his own earlier romances. Juan is given one noble moment 

when, remembering Haidee, he tearfully refuses to make love 

to the arrogant Sultana. But Professor Steffan, in the 

Variorum edition of Don Juan, rightly observes that in the 

remainder of this episode, everything is reduced to the min

iature scale of a joke.12 

The development of Juan's character is best seen in 

the remaining four episodes. His Involvement with Julia is 

his first love affair.13 This is his initiation into the 

art of love, of which he will later become master. He is a 

boy of sixteen. Innocent and naive; through this adventure, 

and others, he will gradually grovr to sophistication in the 

ways of the world. 

Byron excused much of his own conduct on the groiinds 

that he had inherited such characteristics from his eccen

tric ancestors. He prepared the same excuse for his hero, 

giving him a father who "went plucking various fruit" with

out his wife's knowledge. Despite all of his mother's pre

cautions in assuring him of a virtuous and moral education, 

Juan is headed for a similar career. 

Of course, this supposedly virtuous up-bringing also 

has much to do with Juan's tumultuous introduction to the 

l^Truman Guy Steffan, Byron's Don Juan, vol. I, The 
Making of a Masterpiece, pp. 208-21. 

^^Escarplt points out that the Julia episode is the 
one which most nearly follows Tirso's version of the Don 
Juan legend. Byron, he says, is content to "substitute the 
tone of Italian comedy for that of Spanish tragedy and to 
relate the adventure as an anecdote in the style of Ber^^." 
(II, 223; my translation.) 
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facts of life. His complete Ignorance of sex leaves him 

unprepared to cope with his own feelings (though Julia does 

not seem any better prepared). Byron points out that if 

Juan's parents had been wiser, 

they'd have sent youn^ niactr;r forth 
To school, or had him soundly whipp'd at ho-.e. 
To teach him manners for the time to come.l^ 

Byron describes at length Juan's background and his 

education. Having thus prepared both his protagonist and 

his reader, he is ready to move ahead to the actual seduc

tion. One evening Juan finds himself alone with the beau

tiful Julia. For quite a while previous to this meeting, 

they have been in love; but Juan is Ignorant of the cause 

of his strange feelings, and Julia is self-deceived as to 

the strength of her virtue. Neither intends to commit 

adultery, but they do so. 

A very Important point here is Julia's desire to be 

seduced. This is something which all of the great Don Juan 

works insist upon. Tirso's Dona Ana did not want to be se

duced by Don Juan: she thought he was Octavlo. But she did 

want to be seduced by someone. Moliere's peasant girl, 

Charlotte, is engaged to another, but she is eager to 

receive the attentions of Don Juan. This motivation is even 

more obvious in Don Giovanni: Elvira, after having been 

alternately loved and spumed by Don Giovanni, almost 

succumbs to YA:a arr.ln (or to Leporello in disguise), while 

Zerllna practlcr^lly begs to be seduced by the charming 

l^Byron, Don Jir-n. I, 25. 
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nobleman. In every case, it is obvious that Don Juan could 

not succeed without the cooperation of his victims. Even 

those îriters who wanted to show him as completely evil were 

forced to concede this point. 

The seduction leads to an affair, which leads to Juan's 

having to flee the country. Having been introduced to love, 

Juan vows that he will always be faithful to his first love, 

Julia. As he weeps over her farewell letter, he becomes 

violently seasick. This occurrence is an ironic rer:lnder 

that Juan still lacks self-knowledge. He has not lost his 

Innocence; he has only exchanged one sadly mistaken set of 

ideals for another. Two more love affairs will complete his 

basic education, while still others will be required to give 

him the sophistication of a man of the world. 

The shipwreck, as mentioned earlier, does not contri

bute directly to Juan's education in love, though it presum

ably teaches him something of the harshness of life. The 

next important step in his development is on the Greek isle 

where he meets Haidee. Wiser than he was a short time pre

viously, Juan now knows a love affair when he sees it. He 

has gained a certain amount of self-knowled^^e but still lacks 

the all-important self-mastery. The mature Don Juan will 

learn to take advantage of circumstances, rather than being 

swept along by them, but this development is still in the 

future. 

The single love affair he has already had does not make 

Juan into a n:an of the world, and it must be emphasized th.-̂.t. 
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on the island, he is still relatively innocent. For her 

part, Haldee is completely Ignorant of men other than her 

father. So it is that Juan and Haidee can give themselves 

to one another completely and unreservedly. 

At this point, the boy Juan is more like Romeo than he 

is like the Don Juan of literary tradition. The mature Don 

Juan is a Romeo who did not commit suicide. Romeo is not 

more faithful than Don Juan; he is only more self-deceived. 

He thinks that he can never get over the loss of Juliet, but 

this idea is foolish romantic exaggeration. Romeo felt the 

same way about Rosaline, yet he forgot her in a moment when 

he met Juliet. He might similarly have forgotten Juliet if 

he had only refrained from killing himself. (His suicide, 

also, was foolish roniantic exaggeration.) 

Don Juan is a Romeo who has survived his first two 

love affairs and has come to know himself in the process. 

He still becomes infatuated; Indeed, this is his main pleas

ure in life; but he no longer deceives hiiiself about con

stancy in love. He knows that it is actually variety that 

he craves. Such is also true of Romeo, and Shakespeare shows 

Romeo's lack of constancy in the Ironic swiftness with which 

the young lover transfers his affections from Rosaline to 

Juliet. Thus, Juan and Romeo are identical in their motiva

tions, but Juan takes advantage of his victims' foolishness, 

while Romeo shares it. Juan is a mature Romeo who has 

realized and accepted the truth about hi:r;self, and who sees 

no reason to reform. 
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Byron's Don Juan, by an unlikely co VInation of cir

cumstances, manages to survive Lambro's wrath and finds him

self on the way to a Turkish slave market. It is in this 

episode that the traditional Don Juan figure begins to take 

shape for the first time. The transformation is not com

plete; Juan retains enough of his boyish idealism to refuse 

the Sultana's advances. Later in the night, though, he does 

make love to the harem girl Dudu. This is the first time 

that he has slept with a girl without pretending to be in 

love with her. At this point the prologue is over. Don 

Juan is maturing, and from now on, Byron's Juan will become 

more and more like the Don Juan of legend. 

The Seige of Ismail has no particular importance to 

the Don Juan tradition, except to show that Byron's Juan, 

like Tirso's and Moliere's, is adept with the sword.15' 

Juan's rescuing of the orphan girl, Leila, is an indication 

that in Byron's version Don Juan will remain a bit more 

idealistic than he is in the older tradition. 

Juan now goes to Russia, where his list of conquests 

will be expanded to include an empress.1^ Though he is 

15Ridenour, hovrever, claims that Byron's theme and 
moral make it necessary for him to show the lover as war
rior: "Quite apart from the natural connection of war and 
lust with tyranny, love itself is seen as Inextricably in
volved in violence. . • . The first three affairs of Don 
Juan end in violence and the fourth is prefaced by it. So 
that while it is necessary to be aware of the contrast be
tween the warrior as hero and the lover as hero, it is 
equally necessary, because of the paradoxical nature of love 
itself, to see the lover as warrior. This opportunity is 
provided by the Seige of Ismail." (p. 71.) 

^"Salgot complains that the Russian affair, on the 
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still young, his career is well under way. From Russia to 

England, he will become more and more witty, charming, ur

bane, self-possessed, and sophisticated. Don Juan in Eng

land is a fully mature figure. The poetic novel of manners 

which Byron presents has much in common with, and is well 

worthy of comparison with, Moliere's Don Ju^n.17 

( Byron's epic does not have much in common with Tirso 

de Molina's El burlador de Sevilla. The two Don Juans both 

have numerous love affairs; Byron's Juan perhaps shares the 

fatalism of his Spanish predecessor, and he is nominally a 

Catholic; but there are few other resemblances between the 

two figures. 6yron's Juan is completely lacking in the 

streak of cruelty which shows up in the actions of Tirso's 

Don Juan. The tone of the two works is completely different. 

Far from considering his hero to be entirely evil, Byron 

shows him to be no more evil than most men and does not feel 

obliged to send him to Hell "somewhat ere his time." 

The Don Juan works of Byron and Moliere are alike in 

that both are more concerned with satirizing society than 

in remaining faithful to the exact details of the tradition

al Don Juan plotJ Even in the relatively confined area of 

his play, Moliere finds room for such digressions as 

whole, causes a loss of dignity to Don Juan, though he ad
mits that Byron, in putting an empress on Don Juan's list of 
conquests, outdoes his Spanish contemporary, Jose Zorrilla, 
who dares aspire no higher than an anonymous princess for 
his Don Juan. (pp. 5^-58.) 

l^This statement is true despite a contemporary 
critic's unfavorable comparison of Byron with Xoliere. 
See note 2, p. 33» 
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Sganarelle's praises of tobacco, a humorous attack upon doc

tors, and Don Juan's explanation of the necessity of hypo

crisy. One need hardly point out that Byron also makes 

numerous such digressions. 

In addition to the similarity of tone in the two 

works, the two protagonists also have much in common. 

Moliere's Don Juan is not really a tragic figure, but he is 

much more serious than many of Moliere's other characters. 

In the same way, Byron's Juan alternates between the serious 

and the comic. His love of Haldee is seriously and sympa

thetically depicted—and is followed by the burlesque harem 

scene. At tlzies Juan Is his own agent, but he is more often 

a toy in the hands of fate./ 

Of the great Don Juan works prior to Byron's time, Don 

Giovanni is the one which gives the most sŷ uoathetic treat

ment to its hero. This is possibly more due zo Mozart's 

music than to da Ponte's words, but the end result is the 

Important thing: the opera leaves its audience with a great 

deal of sympathy and admiration for Don Giovanni. We see his 

charm rather than his villainy, and this similarity is the 

most important kinship between the opera and the epic. 

Tirso probably had an unconscious sympathy for his 

hero. Moliere, worried about obtaining official approval 

of his work, was afraid to show his Don Juan in too favor

able a light. Mozart retained the conventional climax vrhlch 

da Ponte had given him, but he and Byron are much alike in 

giving Don Juan a favorable presentation. 

TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
LIBRAPV 
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Byron's Don Juan made three Important contributions to 

the Don Juan tradition. First, his epic vxas, and is, unique 

in its detailed development of Don Juan's childhood and 

youth. Second, Byron was the first to insist upon a sympa

thetic presentation of Don Juan. Finally, he was first to 

suppose that Don Juan was not necessarily an aggressive fig

ure: his Juan is charming, but passive. 

In his refusal to damn Don Juan, Byron ushered in a 

new era in the literary history of Don Juan. During and 

after the Romantic Era, a host of writers produced novels 

and plays in which Don Juan, by one method or another, finds 

salvation. The most important of these works is probably 

Jose Zorrilla's Don Juan Tenorlo. a play written in 1844 

which is still very popular in Spanish-speaking countries^ 

In portraying a passive Don Juan, Byron had fewer 

Imitators. The most Important is George Bernard Shaw, who, 

oddly enough, ridicules Byron's Don Juan as not being a true 

Don Juan figure, while John Tanner, in Shaw's Man and Super

man, is more than a little like Byron's hero. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DON JUAN TRADITION AFTER BYRON 

Before the publication of Byron's Don Jv^j.-n. there were 

three distinct branches of the Don Juan tradition. The 

Spanish tradition was best represented by Tirso de Molina's 

El burlador de Sevilla; the French, by Xoliere's Don Juan; 

and the Italian, by Mozart's Don Giovanni. Though Thomas 

Shadwell and others had published Don Juan plays In England, 

there was no English tradition worthy of the name. 

After the Romantic Era, the Don Juan legend had dis

tinctly changed. There were still three important divisions 

in donjuanesque literature, but they no longer corresponded 

to national schools of thought. Writers after this period 

tended to be influenced by one of three Don Juan works: 

Mozart's Don Giovanni. Byron's Don Juan, or Jose Zorrilla's 

Don Juan Tenorlo. 

Zorrilla's play, in two parts and seven acts, was 

written in 1844, some twenty years after Byron's epic. Just 

as it is not known that Byron was Influenced by Mozart, so 

it cannot be said that Zorrilla was Influenced by Byron. 

In adapting the plot of Tirso's play, Zorrilla was most 

influenced by the Romanticism which was in the air of all 

of Europe. 

51 
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In particular, Zorrilla was Influenced by Prosper 

Merlmee and Alexandre Dumas. Merimee wrote a Don Juan novel, 

Les amer̂  du Purctatoire. which v:as made into a play by Dumas. 

These are the first Don Juan works which are knovrn to have 

been based on a historical figure. They blend the legend of 

Don Juan Tenorlo with incidents from the life of Don Juan de 

Manara, a seventeenth century Spaniard who, after a dissolute 

youth, reformed and became a monk. The Kerime'e and Dumas 

works are concerned principally with the Manara story. 

Zorrilla returned to the mainstream of the Don Juan Tenorlo 

tradition, but used elements of the Mĉ nara story as a basis 

for working out the salvation of his hero.̂ '' 

Ironically, Zorrilla's Don Juan is a Roriantic hero— 

in many respects, a Byronlc hero—while Byron's Don Juan is 

not. In the Romanticism of Zorrilla's play, one might find 

a possible Byronlc influence, but it would be the influence 

of Byron's romances and plays, not of his Don Juan; for this 

is the most realistic, the most ironic, and the least Roman

tic of Byron's works. 

Don Juan Tenorlo follows the outline of Tirso's plot: 

there are a number of seductions, a duel with the father of 

one of Don Juan's victims, and a final confrontation with 

the father's ghost. Zorrilla uses the Italian innovation of 

having a long list of Don Juan's victims; and he adds the 

device of entering Don Juan into a contest with his friend 

1A description of the Merlmee and Dumas works and a 
discussion of Zorrilla's debt to them may be found in Austen, 

'-7 '̂ -̂ P 
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Don Luis, to see who can be the greater libertine in a 

year's time: who can fight the greater number of duels, 

and who can seduce the greater number of women. 

Zorrilla's most important innovation is his hero's 

romanticism. Behind the facade of his libertinism, Don 

Juan has become a frustrated idealist, a seeker for perfect 

love and for religious truth. Caught up by the age's grow

ing sympathy for Don Juan, Zorrilla manages to find salva

tion for him. In part two of the drama, five years after 

the duels and seductions of the first part, Don Juan is 

still haunted by Dona Ana's love. In the final scene, her 

spirit vies with her father's ghost for Juan's soul. For 

love of Dona Ana, Don Juan repents and is saved. 

In 1923, Arnold Bennet published a Don Juan play, in 

the Merlmee-Dumas-Zorrilla tradition, which was made into 

an opera by Eugene Goosens.2 By and large, however, 

Zorrilla's influence has been more strictly national than 

that of Byron or of Mozart.\ Don Juan Tenorlo has become 

by far the most popular single treatment of the Don Juan 

legend in Spanish-speaking countries. In Spain and in the 

Latin American countries, there are Innumerable variations 

on the Don Juan theme, most of them Influenced to a large 

degree by Zorrilla.3j 

. , / 

^Bennett's work is discussed by Austen, pp. 282-97. 

3see Austen, p. 223, for a discussion of Zorrilla's 
influence; see also, Brett, introduction to Zorrilla's Don 
jxjjan Tenorlo, in Nineteenth Century Spanish Plays, pp. 
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Perhaps the most interesting modern work influenced 

by Zorrilla is the novel by Ramon del Valle-Inclan, Lnn 

ĵ alas del difunto ("The Dead Man's Clothes"). In this work, 

Don Juan becomes the anti-hero of the modern literature of 

the absurd. The protagonist, one Juanlto Ventolera, is a 

crippled war veteran. He is seduced by a prostitute (the 

absurd equivalent of Dona Ana) and is aftf̂ rwards present 

when her father, a pharmacist, suffers a fatal heart attack 

(the absurd hero does not cause the death of the Commendador-

pharmacist; he only witnesses it). 

The night after the pharmacist's funeral, Juanlto 

appears in the cemetery, where he steals the dead man's 

clothes. This parallels Don Juan's scornful invitation to 

the dead man. Juanlto then goes to meet his friends at a 

banquet. He is accompanied to the banquet, not by the dead 

man's ghost, but by his clothes—the external appearance of 

the dead man, which is the absurd equivalent of his ghost. 

The absurd parallel with Zorrilla's play extends to Dona 

Ana's convent, which becomes a house of prostitution, and 

to the mother superior, who becomes the madam in charge of 

the house.^ 

As was pointed out in the preceeding chapter, Kozart's 

Don Giovanni received extravagant praise from a great nuT.ber 

of literary figures. Stendhal was a great admirer of Mozart 

^I am Indebted to an article by Juan Bautista Avalle-
Arce, "La esperpentizacion de Don Juan Tenorlo," in ¥A spn-.o-
fila, VII (Sept., 1959), 29-39, for polntin;̂  out thl̂ . par.-l-
lel between Zorrilla and Valle-Inclan. 
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and of Don Giovanni in particular; and in his short novel, 

The Cenci.5 he gives his Impression of a donjuanesque figure. 

Also, in his treatise On Love," Stendhal makes an extended 

comparison between Werther and Don Juan. Finally, Soren 

Kierkegaard wrote a short novel. The Diary of a Seducer. 

which gives his version of a Don Juan type.7 These works, 

and others, were inspired to a greater or lesser extent by 

Mozart's opera. 

There have been thousands of Don Jul̂ n works, sor̂ e of 

which have been judged great literature, but the p:reat r.ajor-

ity of which have been mediocre. Some works have professed 

to be donjuanesque while having little to do v;ith the actual 

legend. On the other hand, any work centering: around a 

protagonist who is a seducer of women might be considered a 

Don Juan work, even if its author did not intend it to be. 

In the above paragraphs, it has been possible to indicate 

only the most important Don Juan versions; there are a num

ber of bibliographies and catalogues which give more complete 

listings.Q 

5ln Five Short Novels of Stendhal. trans. C. K. Scott-
Moncrieff ("Doubleday Anchor Books"; Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1958), pp. 161-202. 

^Stendhal, On Love. "Translated from the French by 
H. B. V. under the direction of C. K. Scott-.Moncrieff" 
("Doubleday Anchor Books"; Garden City, New York: Doubleday 
& Company, Inc., 19^7), PP. 230-39. 

7ln Kierkegaard, EUh^r/Or, vol. I, pp. 297-^^0. 

S'.v'elnsteln includes a catalogue of Don Juan verrions, 
ppo 187-214; see also Armand Edwards Singer, A Plb"! iof---M—v 
of tĥ . Don Juan theme; Ver̂ îons and Crlticir^s (i-lor'-.intcv.-n: 
^est Virginia University Press, 195̂ 77"̂  
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That Byron's Don Ju?.n had an imnortant Influence upon 

the Don Juan tradition can best be seen in the Don Juan 

works of four writers: Alfred de Musset, Jose de Esnronceda, 

Ramon de Campoamor, and George Bernard Shaw, Strangely 

enough, Byron's Influence was greatest outside England (and 

Shaw's Don Juan was influenced by Mozart as well as by 

Byron). 

In explanations of Byron's oopularity outside of 

England, it has been suggested that his verses are of a tyue 

more easily translatable than those of many of his contem

poraries. In the case of Don Juan, there is the added rea

son that Byron was associated, in the minds of T.any English

men, with the political radicals. English critics attacked 

Don Juan on moral grounds—but probably more for political 

9 

reasons.^ 

Political objections to Don Juan did not hold in the 

rest of Europe. Indeed, Byron's political vievrs probably 

made him more popular In France. In all of Europe Byron vras 

famous as the leading exponent of Romanticism in his life, 

while in Spain, an epic on the subject of Don Juan would be 

especially popular,—all of which helps to explain Byron's 

popularity outside of his ô m country. 

Alfred de Musset completed only a single scene of his 

projected Don Juan Dlay. It depicts a morning in Don 
Ŝe'̂  Hugh J. Luke, Jr., * "The Publishing of Byron's 

'Don Juj^n,'" î MLA. LXXX, 3 (June, 1965), pp. 199-209. 
lO/ilfred de Musset,"La Matinee de Don Juan," in 
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Juan's apart'Tient, as he nlans his next amour. Externr^lly, 

Musset's Don Juan resembles that of Moznrt, even to his 

servant, Leporello. It is in his actions though that he 

betrays the influence of Byron's Juan. Musset's Don Juan 

corr.bines with the figure of Mozart's Don Giovanni the 

passiveness of Byron's Don Juan. 

Musset's Juan, as he lies in bed, directs Leporello to 

write a love letter for him and to dron it in the path of 

the first pretty girl who walks by in the street belov;. 

Leporello describes a number of the girls passin.r by, but 

none of them aopeals to Don Juan, x̂ lnally Ler;orello, 

becoming impatient, drops the letter to one of then: anyway, 

Don Juan sighs, shrugs his shoulders, p.nd prepares to fol

low the p;irl. It is as if the affair is nov? out of his 

hands and he must follow it through to its inevitable con

clusion. Thus, Musset's Don Juan, like Byron's, seems no 

more than a tool in the hands of fate. His appetites are 

too jaded for him to have any enthusiasm for the chase, but 

he quiescently accepts the destiny to which he has been 

called. 

In addition to this fragmentary play, Musset wrote a 

11 
poem in three cantos, Namouna. This oriental tale concerns 

Theatre ComT̂ let (^arisj?7s Blbliothdque de la Pleiade, 1934 
/7irst published 183:27)» PP- 625-29. 

lll̂ u.sset, Namouna, in The Comr̂ l̂ t̂e V/rltinr.'̂  of -M ̂ r-"̂  
d^ >-'̂ -̂̂ t̂, trans, î ndrew Lang, et al. (10 vole, rev. ed. ; 
iJTw York: Edwin C Hill Company, 1907/̂ -''̂ oun̂  written 
1^3^/, vol. 1, pp. 62-105. 
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'̂  youno; libertine, Hassan, who is in the h^bit of buying 

two slave girls at the beginning of each Tionth and setting 

them free at the end of the month, replenishing his supply 

once more with new talent. Namounn, a Spanish rirl captured 

by pirates, is bought by Hassan and falls in love with him. 

'r/hen her month is up, she returns to the slave m-̂ r̂ket, 

disguises herself, and is bought once ar-iin by Harsan. When 

ii;.ssan discovers that he has bought the same r.l^ve twice, 

this supposed libertine rather uncharacteristically decides 

that he loves her; and they live happily ever after. 

Nramouna is an unfortunate combination of the Roman

ticism of Byron's earlier period and the rambling digres

sions of Don Juan. Musset's characterization is weak; 

indeed, there is virtually no characterization at all until 

the last canto. The plot promises to become interesting, 

but this goal is never realized. Musset's digressions are at 

least as profuse as Byron's, and they are even less justi

fied. They make no pretense of pointing up a serious moral, 

while Byron's work is now generally accepted as having a 

serious purpose. 

Ill 

Jose de Espronceda and Ramon de Campoamor both expli

citly acknowledged Byron's influence. (Shaw explicitly 

denied such an Influence, but it is thore nonetheless.) 

Espronceda's narrative poem, El_ estudlnnte de Salp̂ -̂ nnĉ . 

portrays the love affair, duel, and subsequent supernatural 
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darr.natlon seme of a young libertine, Don Felix de Mon-

temar.-^^ Don Felix is described as a "second Don Juan 

Tenorlo," and his characterization is based largely upon 

the Don Juans of Zorrilla and Tirso. 

It is in his female protagonist that r̂ SDronceda is 

indebted to Lord Byron. That Espronceda intended his 

readers to recognize this fact is indicated by the epigrach 

to Part II (p. Ill): 

. . . Except the hollow sea's. 
Mourns o'er the beauty of the Cyclades. 

Byron.—D. Junn, canto 4. 

The awkwardness of the unattached possessive, "sea's," as 

well as the l^ck of a subject for the clause make one 

wonder whether Espronceda was very fluent in English; 

nonetheless, his intention is clear. 

The stanza quoted is number LXII; it describes the 

ruin of the island after the deaths of Haidee and Limbro: 

That isle is now all desolate and bare, 
Its dwellings down, its tenants pass'd away; 

None but her own and father's grave is there, 
And nothing outward tells of human clay; 

Ye could not know where lies a thing so fair, 
No stone is there to show, no tongue to say, 

ViTiat was; no dirge, except the hollow sea's. 
Mourns o'er the beauty of the Cyclades. 

>̂ The cynical and satirical non-heroism (which is a far 

cry from the anti-hero or the villain-hero) of Byron's Don 

Juan would not have appealed to Espronceda; for his Don 

l^Jose de Espronceda, SI estudiante de Ŝ ln-̂ -â na ̂  in 
Qbivjs [ooetlcaF d^ limronced.qTMexico City, no publisher 
.-iven, n. d. ), T»P» 107-51. 
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Juan figure he went to traditional Spanish sources. But 

the Romanticism of the island interlude, which harks back to 

Byron's earlier oriental romances, and the innocence and 

beauty of Daidee did appeal to Espronceda. His Dona Elvira 

is modeled on Byron's Greek heroine. 

Having devoted Part I of his poem to a description of 

Don Felix, Espronceda turns in Part II to a description of 

Elvira and the manner of her death. Part II is interrupted 

in the middle by several mlssinr; lines; evidently Espronceda 

never completed a transitional para.rraph linking the two 

sections. 

The section before the missing lines seems to have 

been Influenced by Shakespeare. Elvira is described as 

having gone mad after her desertion by Don Felix. Like 

Ophelia, she picks flowers, wanders along the river bank, 

and strews her flowers in the water (but refrains from 

drowning); 

. . . She goes along the bank of the silver river 
And there throws her flowers, one by one. 
And her eyes follow them in the current, 
One after the other rapidly passing by, 
And, her eyes and her mind confused. 
She feels the tears begin to flow; 
She sings of love, and in her tender plaint 
Entones a melancholy song. . . .13 

The flowers and the leaves which she has plucked 

become symbolic of her lost love: 

Ah! cry, yes, poor Elvira! 
Sad abandoned lover! 

13lbid.. p. 115. This and subsequent passages from 
El estudiante de Salamanca are my ovm translation. 
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The petals of these flov/ers 
Which distracted you pick. 
Do you know, unhappy one. 
Where the wind will take them? 
V/here once your loves were. 
Your illusion and your hope . . . . (p. 113*) 

Leaves fallen from the tree 
Are toys of the wind; 
And lost illusions, ah! 
Are leaves, plucked 
From the tree of the heart! (p. Il4.) 

The second section of Part II shows the Byronlc 

influence. Haldee, according to Byron, fell ill and died 

of a burst vein caused by the sight of Juan's apparent 

death. Because she hias lost the will to live, Haldee re

fuses to take nourishment, aggravating her illness and, 

eventually, dying. Having decided that his heroine shall 

die of love, Byron manages a fairly realistic description 

of her death. 

In Espronceda's poem, Elvira also dies of a frustrated 

love. The main difference is that her lover has willfully 

deserted her. The passage describing Elvira's death is 

probably a conscious parallel of the description of Haidee's 

death. It is not, properly speaking, an imitation, for 

Espronceda generally avoids using the same phrases. But 

the general circumstances are the same: both women are 

love-sick (though Byron goes to greater lengths to find 

a medical justification; i.e., a burst vein); both aggravate 

their condition because they have no will to live; both lore 

their sanity (or become delirious); both women regain their 

reason Just before dying; and, in both Byron and Espronceda, 
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these passages end with a description of the heroine's 

grave. 

Byron and Espronceda both use the conceit of their 

lovers having loved as no one ever loved before. Byron says, 

Alas! for Juan and Haidee! they were 
So loving and so lovely—till then never, 

Excepting our first parents, such a pair 
Had run the risk of being damn'd for ever; . . . 

(Don Juan. II, 193.) 

Espronceda puts into Elvira's song, 

^Que valen la gracla y la belleza, 
y amar corao jamas am6 ninguna? . . . (p. 115.) 

("What are grace and beauty worth, 
and to love as no woman ever loved before?") 

As was mentioned above, Espronceda's phrasing is different, 

but his idea is the same. Of course, this conceit was not 

original with Byron. It is fairly common for lovers to 

suppose, that no one else ever loved as they do. This 

passage by itself would not prove a deliberate parallel 

with Byron's poem: it is, however, only the first of a 

number of examples which can be cited. 

In describing Haidee's illness, Byron says, "Twelve 

days and nights she wither'd thus......." (IV, 69.) And 

in the next stanza, speaking of her unborn child. 

Blossom and bough lie wither'd with one blight; 
In vain the dews of Heaven descend above 
The bleeding flower and blasted fruit of love. 

(IV, 70.) 

These lines are paralleled by Espronceda's 

Kurio de amor la desdlchada Elvira, 
Candida rosa que agosto el dolor, 
suave aroma que el vJLajero asî ira 
y en sus alas el aura arrebato'. (p. Il6.) 
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("The unfortunate Elvira died of love. 
Guileless rose withered by grief. 
Sweet aroma which the traveler Inhales 
And the wind carried away in its arms.") 

Two stanzas farther down occur the lines 

Amada del Senor, flor venturopa, 
llena de amor murio de juventud. . . . (p. Il6.) 

("Beloved of Our Lord, fortun̂ .te flovzer. 
Full of love she died, and of youth.") 

The Spanish word "agosto," which is translated above 

as "withered," is possibly best rendered as "parched" or 

"dried up." This connotation seems sufficiently close to 

"withered" to establish that Espronceda was utilizing 

Byron's concept of the drying-up of a young life. It should 

also be noticed that both poets use floral imagery. Thus, 

Haidee is a blighted blossom and a "bleeding flovfer," while 

Elvira is described as a "guileless rose," "sweet aroma," 

and "fortunate flower." Finally, it should be noticed that 

both poets refer to the deity. Byron's "dews of Heaven" 

could have suggested to Espronceda the idea of heavenly 

grief, thus giving birth to the phrase "beloved of Our 

Lord!?I for Heaven would not grieve if the girl were not 

beloved. 

Elvira has been deluded in believing that Don Felix 

loved her; thus, Espronceda says of her: 

Una llusion acariclo su mente: 
alma celeste para amar nacida, 
era el amor de su vivlr la fuente, 
estaba junta a su ilusi6n su vida. (p. Il6.) 

("An Illusion caressed her mind: 
Celestial soul born to love. 
Love was of her life the fountain. 
Her life was joined to her illusion.") 
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The "soul born to love" was almost surely suggested by 

Byron's description of Haldee as a natural, untutored lover, 

as in the following passage: 

She loved, and was beloved--she wdored, 
And she wa? worshipD'd; after nature's fashion, . . . 

(II, 19L) 

Love being the fountain of Elvira's life corresT̂ onds to the 

importance which Byron places upon first love (which Haidee 

represents.) Thus, Byron says, 

Alas! the love of women! it is known 
To be a lovely and a fearful thing; 

For all of theirs upon that die is thrown. 
And if 'tis lost, life hath no more to bring 

To them but mockeries of the past alone. . . . 
(II, 199.) 

In death Haldee and Elvira both escape the "mockeries of the 

past." The Spanish line translated as "Love was of her life 

the fountain" also rather closely parallels the lines in 

Donna Julia's letter: 

Man's love is of Man's life a thing apart, 

'Tis woman's whole existence; . . . (I, 19̂ +-) 

Elvira is like Julia in that she is ruined by love; she is 

like Haidee in that she dies of it. 

In reference to the Donna Julia episode in Byron, 

Espronceda also makes use of a long farewell letter, which 

Elvira sends to Don Pellx. Elvira's letter, however, does 

not have any particular similarity to Julia's. (Espron

ceda 's parallel of one of the ideas of Julia's letter occurs 

in another place, but not in Elvira's letter.) 

Haldee and Elvira are both delirious in their lllners, 

but both have brief periods of lucidity. When Haldee hears 
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a love song: 

. . . The fierce name struck through all 
Her recollection; on her flash'd the dream 

Of what she was, and is, if ye could call 
To be so being; in a gushing stream 

The tears rush'd forth from her o'erclouded brain, 
Like mountain mists at length dissolved in rain. 

Short solace, vain relief!—thought came too quick 
And whirl'd her brain to madness. . . . (IV, 66^67.) 

Elvira returns to the world of reality on the day of her 

death: 

Mas desperto tnmbien de su locura 
al t^rmlno postrero de su vida, 
y al abrirse a sus pies la cepultura, 
volvlb a su mente la razon perdlda. (p. II6.) 

("But she aiToke also from her madness 
Upon the final day of her life. 
And as the sepulcre opened before her feet. 
Her lost reason returned to her mind.") 

As in Haidee's case, the return to the real is an occasion 

for crying: 

Y conoclendo ya su fin cercano, 
su mejilla una lagrlma abraso. . . . (p. II6.) 

("And knowing now her end was near, 
A tear burned her cheek.") 

Both poets allow themselves to suppose that their 

heroines may be happier for having died before they lived 

long enough to lose their innocence. Thus Byron writes: 

Thus lived—thus died she; never more on her 
Shall sorrow light, or shame. She was not made 

Through years or moons the inner weight to bear. 
Which colder hearts endure till they are laid 

By age in earth: her days and pleasures were 
Brief, but delightful—such as ĥ d not staid 

Long with her destiny; but she sleeps well 
By the sea-shore, whereon she loved to dv.ell. 

(IV, 61.) 

And Espronceda remarks: 
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La razon frfal la verdad amarga! 
El bien pasado y el dolor presente! . . . 
Ella fellz! que de tan dura carga 
sintio el peso al morir unicamente! (p. Il6.) 

("The coldness of reason! The bitterness of truth! 
The departed good and the everpresent grief! . . . 
Happy she! who felt only at death 
The weight of such a heavy load!") 

(referring to Elvira's return to reason and griof on the day 

of her death and to her apparent tranquillity during her 

madness.) 

Finally, Espronceda follows Byron in ending his 

narrative with a description of his heroine's grave: 

. . . Tristes flores 
brota la tlerra en torno de su losa; 
el cefiro lamenta sus amores, 
Sobre ella un sauce su ramaje incllna, 

sombra le presta en languido desmayo 
y alia en la tarde, cuando el sol decllna, 
bana su tumba en paz su ultimo rayo. . . . 

(pp. 117-18.) 

(". . . Earth 
Scatters sad flowers about her grave; 
The west wind laments her loves. 
A willow spreads its branches above her. 

Lending her shade with languid unconsciousness. 
And there in the evening, as the sun declines. 
It bathes her peaceful tomb with its last ray.") 

These lines parallel the stanza of Byron's which is quoted 

in the epigraph. Haldee "sleeps well/ By the sea-shore" 

(IV, 61), while Elvira's grave is in a meadow. Haidee has 

"no dirge, except the hollow sea's," while above Elvira's 

grave, "The west wind laments her loves," and the setting 

sun "bathes her peaceful tomb with its last ray." 

Espronceda's verses do not use the same phrases or 

images as Byron's, but they follow his dramatic and poetic 

structure. They are an excellent of the neo-clai^sic 
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ideal of imitation: they are inspired by Byron's model, but 

they retain the distinguishing marks of Espronceda's own 

genius and constitute a separate work of art in their own 

right. 

IV 

The Don Juan of Ramon de Campoamor is a poem in two 

cantos which resumes the adventures of Byron's Don Juan, 

after an interval of many years.1^ After his travels 

(according to Campoamor) Don Juan returns to his native 

Spain, where he settles down in his old age. One day, as 

he is treating himself for a cold and examining his tongue 

in a mirror, he conceives the idea of writing to five of 

his former loves. He composes a letter which begins as 

follows: 

"Dear , 

Alone in my sad mansion, I weep, reT.erabering 
you. . . . In addition to the magnitude of my love 
for you, , my beloved, allow me to follow 
you even after death, for your love was the center 
of my life."15 

Explaining that he is even now dying, Don Juan 

requests the lady addressed to make a pilgrimage to throw 

flowers upon his grave, in memory of their love. Making 

five copies of the letter, he puts the appropriate name in 

l̂ Raraon de Campoamor, Don Juan, in Obras poetlcas 
co'̂ nl'-tns, vol. 1 (Barcelona: Luis Tasso, Impresor-r^litor, 
^Td.), pp. ̂ 73-92. 

l^lbid. . p. 47^. This and subsequent passages froT. 
Campoamor î re ray own translation. 
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the blank snaces and riendr; th^ letters on their wny. Not 

expecting any answers, he then exclaimn, "Now I'm through 

with them," and returns to the proper occuDation of a 

gentleman, which is, emptying bottles. ' 

Don Junn is horrified when he receives rc-olies froni 

all five of the ladles s.-iying they "-ire co-nln̂  to visit him. 

Unable to face the prospect of meetinp; all of the.r. ?̂ galn, 

he l^nves town but is pursued and cr̂ u :ht by Don« Juli:̂ . 

Still passionately in love with him, Jull^ f^lls û ôn him 

and he dies in her embrace—literally srnothered hv her 

kisses. (End of Canto I.) 

Ar. the second cnnto opens, Don Juan p.nd nncY) of his 

aging lovers hive died. We find th^m in the vestlb\;le 

of Heaven, vjhere their souls are bein.̂ ^ weip;hed, The An̂ êl 

of Justice comdemns Don Juan to Hell, but his lovers are 

all saved, for their virtuous days outweigh their sinful 

hours. The five are each so in love with Don Juan that 

they all offer to give up their own souls in order to save 

his. They are each re-weighed, but only Dori-̂. Julia has 

enough weight of passion to turn the scales in Don Juan's 

favor. Juan is saved and Julia condemned, but at this 

point. Eve intervenes to save Julia. 

Campoamor acknovrledges that his Don Juan is modeled 

ftfter Byron's: a passive hero who is alternately bemused 

and vain about his undeserved reputation. His Dona Julia, 

.̂ lso, sê -̂r.s to bo taken from Byron's. Campoamor s.̂ ys of 

her, • osslbly in an Ironic jibe at Byron, that forty-tv:o 
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Englishmen had been infatuated with her. He also says, 

Julia, an amiable vroman 
With an ardent heart, 
Who to love and to the Church together 
Consecrated herself with lndefatlg«ble zeal, . . . 

In order to go I-don't-knov/-where with Don Juan, 
She left off being the wife of her hUGband. (p. ̂ 7̂7.) 

This sounds very much like Byron's Julia, and none of the 

other major Don Juan works portrays a love affair with a 

married woman. In the Don Juan plays of Tirso, Moliere, 

Zorrilla, and Kozart, the seduced women are often betrothed, 

but never married. 

Campoamor did not choose to portray a Greek lover for 

his Don Juan; the other four women are Italian, French, 

German, and English. At least two of them appear to be 

taken, not from Byron's Don Juan. but from his life. We 

read of Catalina, the Italian, 

This beautiful Italian, 
Who in Venice one day. 
Behind the back of another dullard and her husband. 
Graciously lived with Don Juan. . . . (p. ̂ 75*) 

This could well be a description of Byron's mistress, Teresa 

Gulccioli. Other lines, despite the discrepancy in nation

alities, might be intended to describe Haidee: 

With pagan ingenuity 
She continues loving the fallen idols. 
And although she is, as an Italian, 
Catholic, Apostolic, Roman, 
Her cult Is the love of the senses. (p. ^75*) 

This is much like Byron's 

And Haldee, being devout as well as f-'\T, 
Had, doubtless, heard about the Stygian River, 

And hell and purgatory—but forgot 
Just in the very crisis she should not. (II. 193.) 
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Catalina, hoirever, does not have Haidee's Innocence: 

But, a model of purity and S'-»nctlty, 
Since she is, unon p;oing to bed, a bit atheistic. 
She covers the Madonna with a veil 

For devotion—and so that she won't see her. (p. ^75.) 

In these lines, incidentally, Camnopmor succeeds well in 

copying Byron's tone of ribald irony. 
Fanny Moore, Don Juan's English lover, seems to have 

been modeled after Byron's wife: 

Fanny, an Englishwoman of tender affections. 
Who didn't want a husband 
After she had learned from Don Juan 

That honeymoons are not eternal. . . . (p. 475.) 

Though in other qualities Fanny does not resemble Lady 

Byron, this particular passage Is very reminiscent of 

Byron's domestic troubles. 

Throughout his poem, Campoamor captures, with great 

felicity, Byron's ironic tone. He says of Fanny r̂ oore: 

After our Miss began to grow old 
Virtue went to her head 

And she suffered from relin:lous congestion. (p. ^76,) 

Catalina's visit to Don Juan is delayed when she stops to 

become the lover of a handsome peasant. Like Byron in des

cribing Julia's involvement with his Don Juan, Campô r̂aor 

packs tongue in cheek and goes to great lengths to ration

alize his heroine's conduct: 
. . . In a place near an old castle. 

She delayed to watch a peasant 
Who was Appollo's equal in his face; 
And I think this the reason, for I don't ignore 
That she always did the strangest things: 
For religion, for art, for decorum. 
For to seek treasure in the ruins. 
For to flee the evil eye in the mountains, 
For the natural goodness of her Instincts, 
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And for to show her golden earrin̂ rs in a bett̂ r̂ light. 
(pp. ̂ 79-80.) 

Campoamor does not seem to hĉ ve Byron's underlying 

mor^l seriousness; he is simply telling an amu'̂ ing story 

for its o\m. sake. He is, however, masterful at capturing 

the spirit of Byron's Ironic tone, and he makes ample use 

both of Byron's characters and of Byron's life. 

George Bernard Shavr's contribution to the Don Juan 

legend is a four act play, Man and Superm̂ n̂. written in 

1903. Act III is a dream sequence which portrays Show's 

version of Don Juan philosophizing in Hell. The rest of 

the play concerns John Tanner, a modern English Don Juan, 

v;hom Shaw pictures as having lost the Initiative to the 

woman. 

Shaw's John Tanner is a gentleman social reformer who, 

when he lec-rns that his childhood sweether=rt, Ann V/hitefield, 

plans to mii-rry him instead of his friend Octavlo, promptly 

flees to the Continent. It is no use: Ann follows him to 

Spain where, under the influence of the "life force," Tanner 

allows himself to be seduced into matrimony. 

Superficially, the only similarity between M-̂ n and 

Superman and Byron's Don Juan is that both are unconventlo'-al 

treatments of the Don Juan theme. In proving the contention 

th-yt Man and Superman was influenced by Byron, it will first 

^Bernard Shaw, Man »nd Superman (Baltimore, M-ryland: 
enguln Books, 1952). 
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be shown that the play is properly In the Don Juan tradi

tion, and secondly, that it belongs in the Byronlc tributary 

of that tradition. 

That Man aiid Superman is a Don Juan play can be seen, 

first and most obviously, because Shaw says thnt it is in 

his preface.^7 This statement is justlfl-d by th- p-'̂ rallels 

which its plot offers with that of the conventional Don Juwn 

plot. John Tanner, like Don Juan, is involved in a seduc

tion. True, there is only one seduction, rathe- than Tiany, 

but the numVr has varied from Tirso to Moliere to 'Mozart. 

Shaw's ironic twist of the usual situation is partially for 

humorous effect and partially because of his semi-serious 

Philosophy that woman is actually the agressor in love 

relationships. 

Like Don Juan, John Tanner is a rogue—not because he 

seduces women, but because he doesn't believe in the institu

tion of marriage. Like Don Juan, Tanner is opposed by, and 

has contempt for, all the representatives of conventional 

society, and like Don Juan, he is defeated by fate. At one 

point, Ann refers to Tanner's "famous ancestor, Don Juan."^" 

Tanner's dream of the original Don Juan might be considered 

a parallel of the scene in Moliere in which spirits from the 

next world warn Don Juan away from his past way of life. 

Finally, Tanner's doom is sealed by the ghost of Ann's 

father—in the form of his last will and testament. This 

"̂̂ Ibid.. p. vii. 

^^Ibld.. p. 60. 
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will forces Tanner into close contact with Ann by appointing 

him her p:uardiiin. Upon learnln«; of it, Tanner exclaims, 

"I am a man struck dovm by a dead hand.'*19 This is a 

figurative equivrarnt to what actually happens to the Don 

Juans of Mozart and of Tirso. 

Shaw defends his unusu'»l presentation of the Don Juan 

theme by exr^laining, in his preface, his conception of the 

Don Juan type: 

. . . what is a Don Ju^n? Vulgarly, a liber
tine. . . . 

Philosophically, Don Juan is a r̂ nn v;ho, though 
p-ifted enoupih to be exceptionally capable of distln-
'ralshing between good and evil, follows his own 
instincts without rec;ard to the coTî on, st-̂ tute, or 
canon law; and therefore, whilst ^̂ ĵinin'̂  trie ardent 
synipathy of our rebellious instincts (-rhich a-e flat
tered by the brilliancies with which Don Ju^n associ
ates them) finds himself in mortal conflict with 
existing institutions, and defends hlT.self by fraud 
and force as unscrupulously as a farmer defends his 
crops by the same means against vermin. {pp» x-xi.) 

Thus, Shaw brushes off as beinp: vul^^r the -riost 

commonly accepted aspect of Don Juan—an aspect wlilch he 

himself does not intend to make use of. It is a tribute 

to Shaw's powers of observation and reason, though, thr't 

his philosophical description of Don Juan is true, if only 

secondarily, of all the great Don Juans of literature. 

Tirso's Don Juan, if not Moliere's and Mozart's, is specifi

cally shown to be capable of distinguishing between good 

and evil; and all of the Don Juan versions show him as 

excei'tionally f̂ lfted, as follov/ing his ovm Instincts, '-.d 

19 im.., P, 51. 
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as being in -nortal conflict with existln̂ r institutions. 

Having justified his version of Don Juan, Shaw also 

justifies his failure to concern himself principally with 

the conventiontil Don Juan type: 

Now it is all very well for you at the beginning 
of the XX century to ask me for a Don Juan play; but 
you will see from the foregolnr survey that Don Juan 
is a full century out of date for you and me; and if 
there are millions of less literate people who are 
still in the eighteenth century, hiwve they not /oliere 
and Mozart, upon whose art no human h:and can improve? 
xou woul 1 laugh at me if at this time of day I dealt 
in duels *ind ghosts and "v/om vnly** v:c-^n. . . . fiven 
the norc abstract parts of the Don Juan pl̂ ŷ 'ire 
dilapidated p-̂ st use: for instance, Don Juan's super
natural i-ntar;onlst hurled those who refuse to renent 
into lakes of burning brlmston'^, the^o to be tor-
Tiented by devils with horns and tails. Of th^t anta
gonist, and of that conception of repentance, how much 
is left that could be used in a play by me dedicated 
to you? ^he preface is supposedly a letter to Arthur 
Bingh?m Walkley^7 (p. xlii.) 

Shaw decides, and rightly it seems, that a twentieth century 

play vihich makes some pretense of being of the first rank 

must divest itself of the conventional Don Juan paraphernjjlia 

and come up with an original vision of the legendary hero. 

Shaw can be, at times, the essence of sweet rê l̂on-

sbleness, and his defence of his play seems reasonable 

enough. But he Is more often given to m-̂ king state-rents 

vrhlch are preposterously controversial, and such is his 

attack on Byron's Don Juan: 

. . . Byron's fragment does not count for 
much philosophically. . . . Byron's hero is, after 
all, only a vngabond libertine. And he is dumb: he 
does not duscuss himself vilth a Sr;̂ inarel 1 e-Leporello 
or with the fathe-̂ -s or brothers of his nistres5:'-s: 
he docs no^ even, like Casanova, tell his own storv. 
In fact he is not a true Don Juan at all; for he is 
no more the enemy of God than any rora-̂ ntlc and adv̂ -n-
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turous young sower of wild oats. . . . Byron was as 
little of a philosopher as Peter the Great: both 
were instances of that rare and useful, but unedifylng 
variation, an enerf̂ etic genius born without the 
prejudices or superstitions of his contemporaries. 
The resultant unscrupulous freedom of thought made 
Byron a bolder poet than Wordsworth, just ;-s it made 
Peter a bolder king than George III; but as it was, 
after all, only a negative qualification, it did not 
prevent Peter from being an appalling blackguard 
and an arrant poltroon, nor did it enable Byron to 
become a religious force like Shelley. Let us, then, 
leave Byron's Don Juan out of account. Mozart's is 
the last of the true Don Juans. . . . (p. xll.) 

Shaw is a master of the derogatory epithet, and con

sistency has no place in his system. He dismisses Byron's 

"fragment" as if it were an incomplete sonnet; and later 

in the play, he has one of his characters speak of Milton's 

Paradise Lost as "a long poem which neither I nor anyone 

else ever succeeded in wading through."^0 Thus, Byron's 

poem, with some 16,000 lines, is too short for serious 

consideration; while Milton's, with slightly over 10,500, 

is too long for anyone actually to have read. (If Paradise 

Lost was too long for Shaw to read, we wonder if he actually 

read Don Juan before delivering himself of this attack 

upon it.) 

John Austen, in The Story of Don Juan, refutes most of 

Shaw's attacks upon Byron. Austen points out that, if 

Byron's Juan is "dumb," Byron himself certainly is not. He 

discusses himself, not with his manservant, but with his 

audience. Austen also shows that Byron cannot truly be said 

to be free of superstition and prejudice, but that, today at 

^Qlbld.. p. 146. 
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least, he may well be more of a religious force than Shelley 

Austen closes his defence of Byron, somewhat caustically 

perhaps, with the observation, "As to his being no true Don 

Juan, he was, at all events, so good a counterfeit, that no 

one but God and Bernard Shaw can tell the difference."21 

Especially contradictory is Shaw's assertion that 

"Mozart's is the last of the true Don Juans." Byron, appar

ently, is to be left out of account because his Don Juan is 

unconventional. Yet it is Shaw himself who points out the 

necessity of modernizing the legend, saying that much of the 

old story is "dilapidated past use." Byron's Don Juan is 

just such a modern figure as Shaw recommends, and Shaw, in 

presenting his own modernized Don Juan, places himself 

squarely in the Byronio tradition of the legend. 

Perhaps it is true of Shaw, as it was said to be true 

of D. H. Lawrence,22 that he despises his teachers, and thus 

seeks to belittle Byron's work. The center of Shaw's attack 

upon Byron is that his Don Juan does not amount to much 

philosophically, the not-very-subtle implication being that 

Shaw's Man and Superman is much superior philosophically. 

The truth is that Byron and Shaw are as much alike in their 

attacks upon social vices as they are unalike in their per

sonal lives. Both of them attack tyranny, war, hypocrisy, 

popular religion, and marriage, and in very similar terms. 

2lAusten, pp. 189-90. 

22willlam York Tlndall, Forces in Modern British 
Literature ("Vintage Books"; New York: Random House, Inc., 
1956), p. 223. 
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Byron's hatred of tyranny is shown in this denun

ciation of the Prime Minister Castlereagh: 

Cold-blooded, smooth-faced, placid miscreant I 
Dabbling its sleek young hands in Erin's gore. 

And thus for wider carnage taught to pant. 
Transferred to gorge upon a sister shore. 

The vulgarest tool that Tyranny could want. 
With just enough of talent, and no more. 

To lengthen fetters by another fix'd. 
And offer poison long already mlx'd. (Dedication, 12.) 

Shaw, speaking of man in general, rather than of a single 

tyrant, puts these words into the mouth of his Devil: 

VThat are his politics? Either the worship of a despot 
because a despot can kill, or parliamentary cock-
fighting, (p. 145.) 

Shaw's opinion of war is very like Byron's. In des

cribing the Seige of Ismail, Byron says of war: 

"Let there be light I" said God, "and there was light!" 
"Let there be blood I" says man, and there's a seal 

The fiat of this spoil'd child of the Night 
(For Day ne'er saw his merits) could decree 

More evil in an hour, than thirty bright 
Summers could renovate, though they should be 

Lovely as those which rlpen'd Eden's fruit: 
For war cuts up not only branch, but root. (VII, ̂ 1.) 

All that the mind would shrink from of excesses; 
All that the body perpetrates of bad; 

All that we read, hear, dream, of man's distresses; 
All that the devil would do if run stark mad; 

All that defies the worst which pen expresses; 
All by which hell is peopled, or as sad 

As hell—mere mortals who their power abuse— 
Was here (as heretofore and since) let loose. 

If here and there some transient trait of pity 
Was shown, and some more noble heart broke through 

Its bloody bond, and saved, perhaps, some pretty 
Child, or an aged, helpless man or two--

What's this in one annihilated city, 
Where thousand loves, and ties, and duties grew? 

Cockneys of LondonI Muscadlns of Paris I 
Just ponder what a pious pastime war is. 
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Think how the joys of reading a Gazette 
Are purchased by all agonies and crimes: 

Or if these do not move you, don't forget 
Such doom may be your own in after-times. . . . 

(VIII, 123-25.) 

As in his attack on tyranny, Shaw puts his lines on war into 

the mouth of his Satan (this Is in the dream sequence of 

Act III): 

I have examined Man's wonderful inventions. And I 
tell you that in the arts of life man Invents nothing; 
but in the arts of death he outdoes Nature herself, 
and produces by chemistry and machinery all the 
slaughter of plague, pestilence, and famine. . . . 
Nowadays the chronicles describe battles. In a battle 
two bodies of men shoot at one another with bullets 
and, explosive shells until one bpdy runs away, when 
the others chase the fugitives on horseback and cut 
them to pieces as they fly. And this, the chronicle 
concludes, shews the greatness and majesty of empires, 
and the littleness of the vanquished. Over such 
battles the people run about the streets yelling with 
delight, and egg their Governments on to spend hun
dreds of millions of money in the slaughter, whilst 
the strongest Ministers dare not spend an extra penny 
in the pound agiiinst the poverty and pestilence 
through which they themselves dally walk. (pp. 145-46) 

These two tirades are very similar. Byron and Shaw 

both condemn the blood and slaughter of war; both mention 

the lack of humanity in mankind (Byron: "Some transient 

trait of pity"; and Shaw: "Whilst the strongest Ministers," 

etc.); and both cast a barb at the newspapers which show 

war in a favorable light. 

After having shown the atrocity of war, Byron and Shaw 

are then alike in Justifying wars for noble causes. Byron 

says: 

Not so Leonldas and Washington, 
Whose every battle-field is holy ground, 
'^ich breathes of nations saved, not worlds undone. 

How sweetly on the ear such echoes sound! 
While the mere victor's may appal or stun 
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The servile and the vain, such names will be 
A watchword till the future shall be free. (VIII, 5.) 

Shaw also defends wars for human freedom: 

It is not killing and dying that degrades us, but 
base living, and accepting the wages and profits of 
degradation. Better ten dead men than one live slave 
or his master. Men shall yet rise up, father against 
son and brother against brother, and kill one another 
for the great Catholic idea of abolishing slavery. 

(p. 149.) 

Thus we see that Byron and Shaw are in agreement on 

military policy. Shaw also follows Byron in his opinions 

concerning society. Byron attacks hypocrisy as "the naus

eous and atrocious cant of a degraded crew of conspirators 

against all that is sincere and honourable." Later in the 

same passage, he speaks of "the cant which is the crying 

sin of this double-dealing and false-speaking time of sel

fish spoilers. . . ." (pref. to Cantos VI-VIII.) 

Shaw's dialogue between Don Juan and the Statue of the 

Commendador shows a similar attitude towards hypocrisy: 

Don Juan. And yet you, the hero of those scandalous 
adventures you have just been relating to us, you had 
the effrontery to pose as the avenger of outraged 
morality and condemn me to death! You would have 
slain me but for an accident. 

The Statue. I was expected to, Juan. That is how 
things were arranged on earth. I was not a social 
reformer; and I always did what it was customary 
for a gentleman to do. 

Don Juan. That may account for your attacking me, 
but not for the revolting hypocrisy of your subsequent 
proceedings as a statue. 

The Statue. That all came of my going to heaven. 

(pp. 166-67.) 

Byron and Shaw are virtually Identical in their views 

of love and marriage (even if not in their practice toward 
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said institutions). The following exclamation, from Byron's 

love-sick Don Juan, shows the foolishness of youthful ideal

ism: 

"Sooner shall this blue ocean to air. 
Sooner shall earth resolve itself to sea, 

Than I resign thine image, oh, my fair! 
Or think of anything, excepting thee; 

A mind diseased no remedy can physic— 
(Here the ship gave a lurch, and he grew sea-sick.) 
•••••* (II, 19.) 

Shaw says of idealism: 

The earth is a nursery in which men and women play 
at being heroes and heroines, saints and sinners; 
but they are dragged down from their fool's paradise 
by their bodies: hunger and cold and thirst, Afre 
and decay and disease, death above all, make them 
slaves of reality: . . . ages of faith, of romance, 
and of science are all driven at last to have but 
one prayer "Make me a healthy animal." (p. 142.) 

Byron's Don Juan, in the earlier passage, is playing at 

being a hero, but he is dragged down by his body; he is 

a "slave to reality." 

Shaw and Byron are equally cynical of marriage. Byron 

says: 

. . • for man, to man so oft unjust. 
Is always so to women; one sole bond 

Awaits them, treachery is all their trust; 
Taught to conceal, their bursting hearts despond 

Over their idol, till some wealthier lust 
Buys them in marriage—and what rests beyond? 

A thankless husband, next a faithless lover. 
Then dressing, nursing, praying, and all's over. 

(II, 200.) 

The following is Shaw's view of marriage: 

Look at fashionable society as you know it. What 
does it pretend to be? An exquisite dance of nymphs. 
What is it? A horrible procession of v/retched f:lrls, 
each in the claws of a cynical, cunning avaricious, 
disillusioned, Ignorantly experienced, foul-minded 
old woman whom she calls mother, and whose duty it 
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is to corrupt her mind and sell her to the highest 
bidder. (p. 97.) 

Concerning themselves now with religion, both of these 

skeptical geniuses scorn the perversion of Christianity 

which is practiced by society. Thus, Byron's apostrophe 

to Christ: 

• . • And thou. Diviner still. 
Whose lot it is by man to be mistaken. 
And thy pure creed made sanction of all ill? 

Redeeming worlds to be by bigots shaken. 
How was thy toil rewarded? . . . (XV, 18.) 

The following dialogue from Man and Superman reveals a 

similar attitude on the part of Shaw: 

Octavlous. . . . It's so hard to know what to do 
when one wishes earnestly to do right. 

Tanner. My dear Tavy, your pious English habit of 
regarding the world as a moral gymnasium built express
ly to strengthen your character in, occasionally leads 
you to think about your own confounded principles 
when you should be thinking about other people's 
necessities. . . . 

Ramsden. . . • And Morality, sir? What is to become 
of that? 

Tanner. Meaning a weeping Magdalen and an innocent 
child branded with her shame. Not in our circle, 
thank you. Morality can go to its father the devil. 

(pp. 68-69.) 

In this particular case, the "pure creed" mentioned above 

by Byron is about to be made the sanction for turning a 

young lady out of the house for having, supposedly, been 

promiscuous. Octavlous, in the play, represents one of 

those who have mistaken this pure creed, while Ramsden 

and others are representative of Byron's bigots. 

Finally, Byron and Shaw both dare to question the 

justice of the entire Judeo-Christian theory of the nature 
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of things. Byron's lines: 

Souls who dare use their immortality— 
Souls who dare look the Omnipotent tyrant in 
His everlasting face, and tell him that 
His evil is not good! 

(Though these lines are from Cain /T, ij_7 rather than from 

Don Juan, they still serve to show the similarity of Byron's 

general thought to that of shaw.) There are two passages in 

Man and Superman which touch upon this subject; both are in 

Act III and are the words of Don Juan: 

I do not know whether mistakes can be corrected here. 
Probably they will not admit a mistake even if they 
have made one. /He is speaking of Ana's arrival in 
Hell; p. 128^ 

Religion for me . . . /wa£7 «• mere excuse for laziness, 
since it had set up a God vJho looked at the world and 
saw that it was good, against the instinct in me that 
looked through my eyes at the world and saw that it 
could be improved. (p. I67.) 

The above parallel passages sufficently prove that 

Shaw followed Byron's thought in relation to war, society, 

love, marriage, and religion. In some oases, Shaw makes a 

general observation from an individual incident in Byron's 

narrative; sometimes he Individualizes a generalization of 

Byron's. In virtually all important aspects of their philos

ophies, the two authors are in agreement (i.e., in their 

opinions: Byron did not have theories)• Man and Superman. 

therefore, is definitely in the Byronlc tradition. 

VI 

Shaw claims that Byron's Don Juan is not a true Don 

Juan type at all. Certainly, Byron's epic is so original 
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a creation and his plot has so little to do with the tra-

ditlonal Don Juan plot that one might ask if his epic has 

any serious claim to be considered in the mainstream of the 

legend. The question is worth asking; but, after study, 

the answer will be seen to be a definite "yes." 

Shaw himself, despite his own highly original con

tribution to the legend, cannot be considered an authority. 

As a scholar, he knew no more about the legend than Byron 

did—or Mozart, or Moliere. Each of the great contributors 

to the legend imitated his predecessors to a greater or 

lesser degree, and each added his own touch of genius to it. 

None of them was familiar with, or concerned with, the 

origins of the legend, in any scholarly sense. This obser

vation is true of Byron no less than of any of the others. 

It has already been seen that Byron's epic had an 

important influence upon the Don Juan works of Musset, 

Espronceda, Campoamor, and Shaw. Byron was also the major 

Inspiration for Alexander Pushkin's donjuanesque poem, Eu;?:ene 

Oneffln.^3 and influenced his one act play, "The Stone 

Guest. "2^ In the twentieth century, Byron and Shaw both 

influenced Ronald Dxmcan's Don Juan play. The Death of 

Satan.25 (In fact, they are made to appear in it: they 

23see Cohen, p. 261. 

^Hrans. A.F.B. Clark, in Selections from the Prose 
and Poetry of Pu.shkln. ed. Ernest J. Simmons ("A Laurel 
Reader"; New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., I96I), 119-39. 

25 
^Ronald Duncan, The Death of Satan, in Satan. Social

ities, gnd Solly Gold: Three Plays from England (New York: 
Coward-McCann, Inc., I96I), 9-110. 
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have joined Don Juan in Hell.) This list of works Influenced 

by Byron could be extended indefinitely, but the works al

ready discussed should be sufficient to demonstrate Byron's 

place in the Don Juan tradition. 

Perhaps the most convincing proof of the oropriety of 

Byron's claim to belong to the tradition is the unanimity 

with which he is accepted in Spain, the home of the legend. 

Byron is accepted there, not only by the poets, but also by 

the scholars. Some, Antonio de Salgot, for example, lament 

some aspects of his Don Juan;^o but none fall to take him 

seriously. 

Victor Said Armesto, refuting an Italian scholar's 

claim that Don Juan is of Italian origin, takes his epigraph 

from Byron: 

. . . Pray, what is your nation I /sic/ 
When Juan answer'd "Spanish" he replied . . . . 

(Don Juan, V, 13-1^.)27 

The Spanish critic apparently feels no need to justify this 

quotation: Byron is accepted without question as a legitimate 

contributor to the legend. 

26see note 16, pp. ^7-^8. 27said Armesto, p. 257. 



CONCLUSION 

Don Juan first appeared in Spain, in the early seven

teenth century. In the next two hundred years, his legend 

spread to Italy and France, where certain variations were 

introduced, though the plot of the original play was re

tained. During the Romantic Era, Byron and other writers 

made use of the Don Juan figure, but broke away from the 

original plot. During this period, there was also a change 

in attitude concerning the nature of Don Juan: he was no 

longer seen as damned. In many cases, he was interpreted 

as being a frustrated searcher for ideal beauty and love; 

in short, a kind of amorous Faust. 

The older tradition of the legend was carried on by 

Zorrilla and his followers, mostly Spanish. Byron and 

Mozart made Don Juan, once and for all, a true world citizen; 

for their influence was not limited by any national bound

aries. Don Juan and donjuanism are now a part of the 

literary heritage of all of the Western World, and almost 

every Western country has made significant contributions to 

the literature on this subject. In a way that no other 

literary character has ever done, Don Juan has captured and 

retained the imagination of every culture from Scandanavla 

to the Mediterranean, from the Balkans to the British Isles, 

in the Old World and in the New. 

85 
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Don Juan was conceived of by a Roman Catholic priest 

during the Renaissance. He has survived Neo-Classicism, 

Romanticism, and Realism; and now he is at home in Existen

tialism and the literature of the Absurd. The philosophy of 

life which bears his name is of as compelling interest today 

as it was when he first began his scandalous career. This 

philosophy remains as ill-defined as it ever was, in soite 

of, or perhaps because of, the unprecedented number of first 

rate minds which have applied themselves to an understanding 

and appreciation of it. 

Every writer has felt free to model Don Juan after his 

own ideas; and no one, not even his creator, can be said to 

have contributed the definitive treatment. Here is a char

acter of such universal interest that his geographical 

range is unlimited, his philosophical implications unexhaus

ted; his past is so crowded that it is almost impossible to 

chronicle, and his future is as promising as ever. 

The purpose of this work has been to discover Byron's 

influence upon the Don Juan tradition. The Don Juan works 

prior to Byron have been examined, to establish the early 

nature of this tradition. Byron's Don Juan has similarly 

been examined, to show the innovations which he made. It has 

been seen that there was a significant change in thinking 

about Don Juan during and after the Romantic Era, and that 

much of this change was a direct result of Byron's influence. 

Thus, Byron's Don Juan contributed significantly to the tradition 

and had an Important effect upon later Don Juan literature. 
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